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Abstract:

The high spin states in the 1f-2p shell doubly-odd nuclei have

been investi-gated by (c,d) reactions on 5Ori , tt"t, tn"u (N=28) and
q6'"Fe (N=30) by using 23.9 MeV alpha particles provided from the OULNS

cyclotron. Outgoing particles from the reaction were detected by

a counter telescope consisting of a AE(60 Um) and an E(700 um) silicon
surface barrier detectors. Angular distributions of deuterons were

measured from 15o to B5o for the 50ri target, from l-5o to 100o for
q)

the *-Cr target and from 15o to l10o for the iron targets in 50 step.

The (o,d) reactions induced by nedium energy (Uo=40"r.50 MeV)

alpha particles are known to excite preferentially stretched configu-

ration states with (jpjn)」
max:

In all the present (cr,d) reactions

two levels at Ex-O.5 and -4.5 Mev were populated. intensely. Thus

the present work showed that the striking selectivity of the (a,d)

reaction mentioned above is still maintained even with the relativelv
Their excitation enercries are

52v′
 0.363 10。 0■ O and 4.72 ±0。 02

.54q6
MeV in -'Mn, 0.5'76 +0.010 and 4.99 10.02 MeV in -"co and 0.020 10.02

qo
MeV in -"co. The angular distributions have been analyzed by a zero-

range DWBA calculation to assign a transferred orbital angular momen-

tum(L) and to obtain an absolute cross section for a tn([njn)v(,Q,rrJ.r) ]""
transfer. The states with the lower excitation energiies have been

identified to have a common configuration of Lrtr)rvVrrr) with the
Jspin 5' resulting from the stretched coupling of the ttr/, proton

with the ,ps/z neutron. The states with the higher excj-tatj-on

energies have been newly assigned to be I states with a common {nr.r},
,9g/Zl configuration. The assignments were based on the DWBA fits

■ow energy projecti■ es (Eα ～25 MeV)。

0.020 +0。 020 and 4.32 +0.03 MeV in



of L=4 and L=7 transfers for the two members, respectively, and the

absolute cross sections. The (o.,d) reaction Q-values and the cross

sections for these strongly excited states at the lower and higher

excitation energies decrease with increasing the atomic numbers.

The DWBA calculations and the shell model analyses for these states

revealed that the proton transfer into the Itl/2 shell orbit was

essential for both the lower and higher states to explain these

systematics.

The preferential excitation of the high spin states at 23.9 MeV

projectiles have been explained in terms of an angular momentum

matchi-ng condition (1,*=4-7 h) among the participants of the reaction

and a large geometrical factor for the stretched angular momentum

coupling in the (o,d) reaction.

A two-body residual interaction energy for the state with J=B

and an average interaction energy of the [nfl/Zugg/Z] I configuration

are deduced to be -0.76 and -0.73 MeV, respectivety. The results

are compared with calculations employing a 6-force interaction

including a spin exchange term (-1.42 and -0.69 MeV) and with matrix

elements of other configurations calculated b1i Kuo and Brown (--0.90

and --0.70 MeV). The somewhat small value of -0.76 MeV may be due

to unaccurate ,nr/, single neutron energies in the N=29 odd mass

nuclei.
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$ f. Introduction

Various types of direct nuclear reactions have been used to

study nuclear structures and nuclear reaction mechanisms. The

reactions are conventionally classified into several groupes depend-

ing on a number of tr:ansf erred nucleons. They are ■nelastic

scattering, charge exchange, one-nucleon transfer, two-nucleon trans-

fer and three or more- nucleon transfer reactions. The transfer

reactions are normally subdivided into stripping and pick-up reactions.

It has been known that each of these reactions has its own character-

istics in a way.to excite a nuclear state. Therefore, Ievels excited

strongly by a gi-ven reaction must have the property which is charac-

teristic of the reaction.

Levels populated by one-nucleon transfer reactions have, ds

a main component, a single particle or a single hole nature of a

shell mo4el depending on a stripping or a pick-up reaction, respec-

tively. An angular distribution of the one-nucleon transfer reaction

is characterized essentially by the orbital angular momentum carried by

the transferred nucleon. A distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA)

1)analysis'' has successfully explained the shapes and the magnitudes

of the d.ifferential cross section. Then, valuable spectroscopic

properties such as spins, parities and spectroscopic factors have

been extracted for a vast number of nuclear levels in odd mass nucl-ei.

On the other hand, two'-nucleon transfer reactions have recieved

relatively little attention up to about ten years before. The

reasons are considered to be due to some difficulties in analysis
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and interpretation of the experj-mental results and an experimental

difficulty to measure small reaction cross sections. Since

formulations of the theory of dj-rect two-nucleon transfer reactions
) a A\

have been given by several authors''ut=t , however, the two-nucleon

transfer reactions have become a powerful tool to investigate a nuclear

structure as similar as the one-nucleon transfer reactions. The

two-nucleon transfer reactions generally have following features.

The reactions can excite nuclear levels which can hardly be studied

by other reactions. The reaction excites selectively character-

istic levels compared with the one-nucleon transfer reaction.

The selective nature is due to strict selection rules of the reaction

and also to correlations introduced by an angular momentum coupling

between the transferred two nucleons.

The most extensively studied and well analyzed reactions are

two neutron transfer (prt)5'6) and (t,p)7) reactions. From these

reactions a pairing correlation was found to be important in even-

even nuclei. Proton-neutron transfer reactions such as {3Hurp)8'9)
, 3-- .10,11) r) 1?,\ 1' .ltr\
(pr He/ , (cr,d) J-LtLr) and (drcl) J-'ttr-Jr reactions have mainly been

used to investigate nuclear structures of doubly-odd nuclei, because

the doubly-odd nuclei can easily be reached by the p-n pair transfer in-

to even mass nuclei of spin zero. Although a strong collectivity as

seen in the (prt) and (trp) reactions, has not been observed in the

p-n pair transfer reactions so far, some interesting behaviors have

been found in the (3ue,p; and (o,d) reactions. Both the (3He,p1

and (cl,d) reactions transfer a p-n pair to a target nucleus and both

reaction mechanisms are considered to be similar with each other,

-2-



however, Ievels excited by the two reactions are not always the same
12'L6'L7 'rB) . usually the (3ue,p; reactions have been used to

search for 1+ and O+ levels which were formed by an L=0 orbital angu-

lar momentum transferg'l.6'19). states with spins higher than J>4

have only weakly excited j-n these (3g",p) reactions. whir-e (o,d)

reactions have excited preferentially high spin states20'2L,22,23) .

The pioneering study on the (cl,d) reaction performed by Rj-vet et .121)

have suggested that the most strongly populated states are those in
which the captured proton and neutron enter the same shell states
and couple to the maximum angular momentum. In our previous study

on 51v(s,d)53ct t.t.tion24) u gg/z singre particle state has been

excited strongly via a LnfZ7Zr9972J transfer.
Just as for single nucleon transfer reactions, the angular

distribution for two-nucleon transfer reactions is also characteri-zed

by an orbital angular momentum carried by the nucleon pair. In this
case many different configurations of the two-nucleon pair can

contribute in a given angular momentum transfer. Then the cross

section of the two-nucleon transfer reacti-on is sensitive to the

configuration mixing of the level involved. But transi-ti-ons to
high spin states are expected to proceed. via a transfer of a pure

configuration, because the configurations which can form the high
spin are limitted in a given configuration space.

rn the present work 5Oti (cx.,d) u'r, 52"t(o,d) 54l,trr, tnr. (g,d) 56"o

and 56n'"(o,d)5tao reactions are used to study structures of doubly-
odd nuclei. Except for 56r" target nucl-eus, all other nuclei are

characterised by a neutron number N=28. These targets were chosen

The N=28 targets and N=29 residual nucleiby f olIowj-ng reasons.
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of the (α ′d)reactions are considered to be wel■  described in

terms of shel■  mode■ wave functions.            An excitation

of high spin states with configurations [Tf7/2 ν(λ j)]iS expected

in the (α ′d)reaction at even a rather ■ow a■pha particle energy of

24 MeVo  Negative parity states have not been found in the■ f-2p doub■ y―

odd nuc■ e■ . Theoretica■  predictions of the leve■  structure ■n terms of

the she■ ■ mode■ are availab■ e for the ■ow― lying states of these nuc■ ei.

The porpose of the present work is summar■ zed in fo■ lowing five

■tems.

(1) To find high spin states of the doub■ y―odd nuc■ei in the

lf-2p she■■ region by means of the (α ′d)reaction

(il)TO find negative parity states With [7rf 7/' ν g′ d′ S]

configurations

(上 ii)To exp■ ain a preferentia■  excitation of high spin states in

the (α ′d)reaction in terms of reaction kinematics and an

angular momentum coupling among the target and res■ dual nuc■ e■

and the transferred two nucleons

(iV)To extract an effective two― bOdy interaction energy frOm a

syStematics of exc■ tation energies Of the high spin states

(V) Final■ y tO demonstrate an usefulness of the (α
′d)reaction

■n a research on a nuc■ ear spectroscopy.
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An introductory review of previous works on N=29 doubly-odd

nuclei is presented in next chapter. Detailes of experimental pro-

cedures are described in chapter 3. In chapter 4 experimental results

of the (a,d) reactions are shown. Methods of theoretical analyses

employing the DWBA calculations and two-step calculations are described

in chapter 5. To demonstrate a validity of the DWBA calculations

and to show a consistency of the present results with previous works,
56levels of ""co nucleus are discussed individually in chapter 6.

In chapter 7 detailed analysis and discussion on assignments of

the high spin s|ates are presented and reasons of a preferential

excitation of the high spin states by the (a,d) reactions are discussed.

Also an extraction of a Lwo-body interaction energy is presented in

that chapter. Summary and conclusions are given in chapter B.
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$ 2. Review of previous works

Doubly-odd nuclei with N=29 have been investigated more by

two-nucleon transfer reactions than by one-nucleon transfer reactions.

This is because firstly few stable target nuclides are available to

reach the doubly-odd nuclei by one-nucleon transfer reactions.

Secondly because of the large spin of an odd mass target nucleus

in the present mass region ( 7/2- for proton odd and 3/2- for neutron

odd nuclei ), it is very difficult to determine a spin of a residual

state unambiguously by one-nucleon transfer reactions. On the other

hand two-nucl-eon transfer reactions on even mass nuclei (JT= O+)

can restrict a spin of a final state to a few limitted values. In

some special cases, moreover, a spin-parity can uniquely be determined

by selection rules of the reaction.

In this chapter experimental works on the doubly-odd nuclei
qn q) qa 56with N=29 (-"Sc, -'V, -=Mn and -"Co ) performed. So far are reviewed

briefly.

50^

The tOr. nucleus cannot be studied by one-nucl-eon transfer

reactions because of no stable isotopes used for target. The

leve1 structure of the 50r" has been investigated by two-nucl-eon

transfer nt""{3H.,p)t6 '25'26) and n8".(o,a)1B) reactions. ohnuma et

^L2.5) 
h"rr" studied the low-lying states of 50r" by the (3ue,p1 reaction

at 12 MeV 3". particle energy and have assigned the levels up to

3.259 MeV excitation on the basis of shell model wave functions given

by Kuo and Brown. Laget et af26l have also investigated the levels
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up to 6.285 MeV excitation by the (3ue,p1 reaction at 18.5 MeV

incident energy. They have only deduced angrular momentum transfers.

Fleming et uI.16) h.rr" studied u0r" in order to find JT= 1+ states

which may give information on a p-n pairing interaction.

They have found seven 1* states up to 5 MeV excitation and have

pointed out that a large 1+ strength could not be explained by a

calculation within a If-2p shell model configuration space.

Engeland and osne"27)h.,r" analyzed their data on the basis of the

shell model calculation including both 1f-2p and 3s-2d-lg shells'

and the strength of the 1+ levels was sti11 below the experimental

value.
4e

The ="Ca(o,d) reaction has been studied using 31 MeV alpha

particles by Moazed et al.lB). The states below 2.5 MeV excitation

have been compared with a DWBA calculation. Though they have not

analyzed the levels above 3 MeV excitatj-on , they have observed

the most prominent peak at 4,42 Mev which has only weakly been

excited by the (3ue,p1 reactions. This 4.42 MeV level v,zas studied

in this art-i-cle.

52u

An energy level scheme of the low-lying states of 52u h.=

been determined mainLy by means of @,p?B'29'30'31) and (rr,y)32)

reactions on 51U. Assignments of an orbital angular momentum

transfer ([rr) have been done up to 3.65 MeV excitation energy by

Cata1a et .f?1). Almost all levels observed have been populated

through a neutron transfer with [rr=1. Some levels have been fecl

-7-



by a neutron transfer of 9,.-=2 orn

Two negative parity states have

excitation by 9".^=2 transf ers.n
( n ? (' .- - l^ -,.^ l^^^- ^^-€^-*^.! r^., 3 3 )"Ti('IIe,p)--v reactions have been performed by Hardie et a1.-

at L7 MeV 3"" energy and by Caldwel1 et a1.34) tt 15 MeV. They

have measured angular distributions of the levels up to 8.838 Mev

excitation. Thej-r attentions have been paid to the states popu-

lated through L=0 or L=0,2 transfers to investigate the 1+ states

of 52v r.rd o+ isobaric analogue and anti-analogue states of 52ri

ground state. rn the (3He,p1 reactions states of spins larger

than 3 units have not been observed except for a 4+ state at 0.442

MeV. This selective excitation of the low-spin states is mainly

come from the low-energy of the incident 3He particles.

No (o,d) reactions on 50ri have not been done yet.

54*r,

The 54*r, nucleus is the most extensively examined one by various

reactions among the N=29 doubly-odd nuclei. Bjerregaard et tt.30)

have determined level energies of 54tn up to 2.2 MeV by a 56r"(drs)

reaction Hjorth t') n.= measured the (d,s) angular distributions
for the states up to 4.33 MeV excitation and has deduced spectro-

scopic factors of the two-nucleon transfer reaction by DVJBA analysis.
Lynn "t rr.35) have studied 54l,tn bu t'at(3He,p) at rl- MeV and
q? ?""Cr("He,d) at 10 I"leV bombarding energies.

?The ("ge,d) reaction
has populated leve1s up to an excitation energy of 5.56 MeV.

Nine transitions with an [^=3 and a transition leading to 5.131 MeV
t/

.0 =3 with small cross
n

been observed at around

sections.

3.5 MeV
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level with an Un=U have been observed besides dominant nn= I

transfers. A detailed study of the t'"t{3H",p) 54un reaction

has been performed by Betts et af]7) at 16.5 MeV incident energy

with 20 keV energy resolution. They have found eleven l*states

up to 5.50 MeV in excitation energy and have concluded that the

total transition strength to the l-+ states is found to be about three

times larger than that calculated in a configuration space of 1f-2p

shells. The leve]s above 2.5 MeV excitation populated by the {3H.,

p) reaction have not overlapped with the ones populated by the (d,

s) reaction. This complemental excitation is quite natural because

the (dro) reaction excites hole states such as a tn(f-.^)5t, (o- '^\2
7 /2' ''o3/2'

-1 3
rc,/)--l , while the ("He,p) reaction excites particle states such

,2)Lr .
l/z -J/z 

", 
^., 

tr,A
An investigation by 'ocr (s,d) -=Mn reaction has been performed

))\by Lu eL aL.oot at an alpha particle energy of 50 MeV. They have

assigned 9.47 MeV state to be 9+ with a probable lnnn/r r9g/21

configuration. Their 9+ assignment was based on a Q value system-

atics of the (ord) reactions on A=52*66 nuclej-. Though a prominent

peak has been observed at 4.70 MeV excitation , they have not com-

ment on this level. The 4.70 MeV state has only weakly been seen
?in the ("He,p) reactions. Other spectroscopic information on

the low-lying states in 54tn has been extracted from 54r"(rr,p)35)

and 5n".(prrrlT) charge exchange reactions. oickens35) has investi-

gated properties of levels in 54tn by using 54r'"(n,py) reaction.

He has proposed a set of unique Jfr assignments for the lowest five

excited states. Hill and Buccirro3T) have also studied. the lowest

five states by Un"t(p,ny) reaction.
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5 6ao

\h

The "Co nucleus cannot be reached by single nucleon transfer

reactions . However, this nucleus have been extensively studied

by two-nucleon transfer reactions and charge exchange reactions,
q(

because the 'oco is a very interesting nucleus from a shell model

point of view. The levels of 56"o is expected to be formed by

a particle-hole coupling to a doubly magic nucleus 56*i.

Earlier studies on U6ao have been restricted to measurements

of gamma-rays from the 1.718 MeV state following to an electron
56--.38,39 ' 

40 ,4L,42) -capEure .r-n Ni:-'- ' ' --fherefore, information on states above

the 1.718 MeV 1evel have not been obtained. These

experimental results led a necessity to consider a configuration

mixing of two-particte two-hole components in the 1.718 MeV =t.t"13)
Low-spin states irr 56co h.rr. been studied by means of 54r"(3ue,p;

8 19,L4,44,45) 3._reacraons at -TIe particle energies ranging from 12

MeV to 18 MeV. Laget "t .f1 ) have measured 28 angular distributions

up to 5.495 excitation and have analyzed them by a DWBA calculation.

The 3.613 and 4.451 MeV states which were strongly excited by the

('Herp) reaction have been tentatively assigned to be members of

multiplets belonging to a lrtr/, ,PZ/ZIPZ/Zlr=2 configuration.

caLdwell "t ul.9) have arso measured {3H",p1 angular distributions

for the states up to 6.545 MeV excitation and have made new 1*

assignments for several states above 3 MeV excitation. The 5.337

and 5.471 MeV states have been populated very strongly by the (3ue,p1

. 9 ,44)reactions -' but they have not been analyzed in their works.

Either of the 5.337 or the 5.471 MeV state is probably the same

-10-



Another useful
""Ni (d,o) reaction.
_^_-8,L3,L4, 30, 44, 46)now

state that Lu et ut.22) have observed at 5.44 MeV excitation by u4""

(o,d) reaction at 50 Mev arpha parti_cle energy. fn the work they
have found a very strong peak at B.g2 MeV excitation and have assigned

Jto be 9',which is the highest spin formed from a [rSnrrvVg/2] con-
figuration. This B.g2 MeV state is one of the 9* members found in
a series of (cr,d) reactions on A= 52- 66 ,,.r"1"i22).

Other strong transitions leading to the 4.98 and 6.56 MeV levels
have not been referred at all. The former level is concerned in
this article.

reaction to investigate the 56ao nucleus is a

Many (d,o) works have been reported up to
schneider .t u.l.14) have most extensiverv

i-nvestigated this nucleus by using 17 Mev deuterons. They have

determined excitation energies accurately for B0 levels j-n u6ao 
and

have proposed uni-que or possible two or three candidates of JT

value for 46 positive parity states up to 4.4 Mev excitation.
Frascaria ut .1.46) have studied maximum spin states excited by

the (drcl) reaction at 80 MeV incident deuterons. They have iden-
tified 2.28 and 5.oB MeV states to be 7+ with a I f ^.^-2 o^ .^21" -7/2 '3/2 .t

configuratj-on and to be 3+ with a dominant I d^,^-2 2 ,
r/ z Ps/z J

configuration, respectivery. This 5.08 Mev state should not be

identi-cal with the state strongly populated by the (s,d) reaction
at 4.98 MeV excitation.

―■l―



$ :. Experimental procedures

The alpha particle beam of 24 MeV was provided from the 110

cm cyclotron at Osaka University. The layout of.the beam transport
line is shown in Fig.3-1. The beam extracted from the cyclotron was

focussed by magnetic quadrupole lenzes and then deflected 35" by

a switching magnet (SM). A beam energy analysing magnet (aUy with
90o deflecting angle led the beam to a I00 cm diameter scatterinq
chamber. Two beam defining slits posisioned at a middle point bet-
ween the SM and the AM (S3) and at just in front of the center of the

scattering chamber (S4) defined beam energy within 50 keV FWHM. The

wid.ths of the s3 and the s4 were 1.6 mm and 2.0 mn, respectivery.
strength of the magnetic field in the AM was monitored by a

proton resonance signal. The beam through a target was stopped in
a Faraday cup in which a magnetic field was applied by a permanent

magnet. The magnet suppressed escape of secondary emitted electrons
from the Faraday cup. The beam current was integrated by a precision
current integrator to obtain an absolute charg'e.

Targets used in the present work were 50ti , 5'"t, tnu. and 56r..

A11 isotopically enriched samples were obtained from the Stable Iso-
tope Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the form of oxj-de

powder. The titanium target was prepared by sputteri-ng a mixture of
a TirOt powder and a tantalum powder by an electron bonbardrnent. The

tantalum powder served as a reducing agent. The chromi-um and the
iron targets were prepared from Crro, and FerO, powders, respectively.
A mixture of the Crro3 powder and a carbon powder which served as a

reducing agent was heated in a graphite crucible in a vacuum. The

-12-



chem■ ca■ process goes in the fo■ low■ ng way,

Cr2° 3 + 3C - 2Cr、
+ 3CO .

Gra■ ns of the chrom■ um metal thus obta■ ned was evaporated on a

slide g■ a,so  The chromttum foil on the slide g■ ass was f■ Oated on

de■on■ zed water and was scooped by a target frame.  The ■ron ox■ de

powder was reduced by carbon powder ■n the same way as the chrom■ um.

Then the meta■ lic grade was evaporated on a thin carbon backing

( 30 ug/cm2).

Thicknesses of these targets were determ■ ned from elastiC

scattering yields of 5。 6 MeV protons at ang■ es of 15° ′20°  and 25° ′

aSSuFning the Rutherford scatterttng cross section there.  Though the

elastic protons scattered by the meta■ ■ic target nucleus cou■ d not

be resolved from those    scattered by carbon and oxigen contam■ nant

nuc■ ei at the forward angles′  the yie■ ds of the contaminants were

estimated as fo■ ■ows and then they were subtracted.  In order to

obta■n differentia■  cross sections of the e■ astttc scatter■ng from

C(p′ p)and o(p′ p)Separate■ y′  we measured proton yields from a

carbon and a my■ er targets at the same angle and the same energy

as the metal■ ic targets.  Proton yields were a■ so measured at 90° ′

where the e■ astic peaks from the meta■ ■ic chrom■ um′  the carbon and

the oxigen were we■ l separated from each other.   Then from

these values  we could subtract the e■ astic yields from the

contam■ nant nuc■ e■ 。  It was found that the contr■ butions to the

yie■ ds from the contaminants were only 10 t at most.  The target

thicknesses thus determined are listed in Tab■ e 3-I。  しogether wttth

an ■sotopic pur■ ty of each target.

-13…



In the (α ′d)reactions on lf-2p shell nuclei′  reaction Q―

values are about ―■O MeV and the Q― va■ ues for 12c′  16。 and ・
4N

nuclei are -13.57′  -16.32 and -3.■■ MeV′  respectttvely◆   So on■ y

deuteron peaks  from the ground state trans■ tions for  2c and ・
6。

contaminants disturbed the present (α ′d)reactiOns at some ang■ es.

Since the ground state Q… Va■ue of the (α ′d)reactiOn On 14N iS not

■arge negative and cross sections are qu■ te ■arge′  the deuteron

groupes from the very smal■  amounts of nitrogen contaminant appeared

overlapping w■ th the peaks of the present concern at severa■  angles.

In order to subtract the contr■ butions from the n■ trogen contam■ nant

the  ■4N(α ′d)・
6。

 reaさtiOn cross sections were measured at every

angles in separate runs.  The nitrogen target was prepared from

adenine(c5H5N5)by evaporating on a thin a■ minum foi■ .  Actua■ ■y′

the contr■butions of the nltrOgen contam■ nant to the yie■ ds from

the meta■■ic nuc■ ett were lё ss than ■0 % for al■  angles.

The 12c(α ′d)・
4N and the 14N(α

′d)・
6。 reactions were used for

a determュnation of exc■ tation energies of the res■ dua■ nuc■ e■ ■n

the f― p she■ l s■nce the Q― Values and level energies of the  4N

and the  6。  are wei■  knOwne  The exc■tation energies of low― lying

■evels ■n a■■ the res■ dua■  nuc■ e■  thus obta■ned agreed w■ th the

va■ues of previous■y reported within +30 keV14′ 17)

Outgo■ng particles from the reaction were detected by a

△E―E counter telescope consisting Of a tota■ ly dep■ eted 60 口m

silicon △E and a 700 11m si■ icon surface barrier E detector.    A

angu■ ar width of the counter system was l。 15 degrees and a solid

angle was 4.O x ■0 4sr.  A s■ngle counter of the s■ ■icon surface

-14-



barrier with 300 pm thick was placed backward b1z I7.5" from the

telescope to obtain elastic angular distributions of alpha particles.

To moni-tor the bean current and the target thickness, another

sttlicon surface barrier cOunter was set on a wa■ l of the scattё ring

chamber at 30°  主n a ■aboratory angleo  Any decrease  of the target

thickness was not observed throughout the exper■ ment for a■ ■ targets

except for the aden■ ne target.

A particle identificattton was made by a Goulding type particlё

■dentifier c■ rcu■ t47↓hich emp10ys a raige― energy relation of charged

partic■ es .  A typica■  spectrum of the ■dentifier output is shown

in Fig.3-2.  Energy pulses gated by the identifier output pu■ ses

corresponding to deuterons and trtttons were fed into a 4096 channels

pulse height ana■ yzer which was routed to four 1024 channe■  groupes◆

A b10Ck diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig。 3¨ 3.  Overa■ ■ energy

reso■ utiOns of the (α ′d)reactiOns were about 80 keV for 54Mn peaks

and about 90 keV for those of other nuclei.

Angular distributions of the deuterons from the (ard) reactions
qn

were measured from 15" to B5o for the ""Ti target, from 15" to 100o
q?

for the "Cr target and from 15o to 110o for the iron targets in 5o

step.
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$ 4. Experi-mental results
In this chapter experi-mental results obtained in the (cl,d)

reactions are presented. The data presented here are restricted
only to those concerned with high spin states except for the 54r"

\h(o, d) "co reaction. The angular distributions f or the 54a" (o., d)

reaction measured in the present work are shown for comparison with
DWBA predictions.

4-1) 54r" (s,d) t6ao results
Fig.4-■   shOws a typical energy spectrum of deuterons from the

54Fe(α
′d)56co reactiOn at oLAB= 50° .   A number indicated abOve the

peaks ■n the figure cOrresponds tO a ■evel number ■n Tab■ e 4-I.

Measured ■5 angu■ ar distributions be■ ow an ex9itation energy of 5。 47

MeV are shOwn in Figs. 4-2-a′ ―b′ ―c and ―d tOgether with DWBA ca■ cu―

■ations grouped accOrding to spin assignments.   The abso■ ute scale

error in the differentia■  cross sections was ■ess than ■5 t and was

due to an uncerta■ nty of the target thickness.   Error bars shOwn

are ma■ nly due to statistical errors fOr 10w― ■ying ■evels′  and thOse

for higher exc■ ted states are statttstica■  and background subtractiOn

errors.   The exper■ menta■ resu■ ts are summar■ zed ttn Table 4-I as

well as the L… va■ ue assttgnments from the DWBA analysiso   They are

also compared with the previous (d′ α)・
4)and (3He′

p)44)results.
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4-2) High spin states

Fig. 4-3 shows deuteron energy spectra for the 50ri (o,d) 52v,

q) \4 q4 q6 56 5R"'cr (cr,d)-'Mn, "-Fe (o,d)""co and ""Fe (cr,d)""Co reactions at Eo=23.9

MeV. Peaks marked by single- and double-asterisks are levels

to be treated circumstantially in the present article. Cross-

hatched peaks in the spectra are impurity lines from the 12c(o,d)l4u

reaction. The levels marked by a single-asterisk have been found

in prevj-ous works44'I4) arrd their spins and parities have been

confirmed or tentatively assigned to be 5+. Excitation energ,ies

of these level.s were 0.020 t 0.020 Mev in t'r,0.363 t 0.010 MeV

in 54*.r, 0.576 t 0.010 MeV in 56"o and 0.020 t 0.020 MeV in 58ao.

For higher excitation members marked by a double asterisk, excitation
energies were 4.32 t 0.03 Mev in "r, 4.72 t o.o2 uev in5ntr, 4.gg t
O.O2 MeV in 56co .r,d 3.75 * 0.03 Mev in 58"o. These higher excj-ta-

tion members have very weakly or not been populated by other reactions

other than (cx.rd) . In (cx.,d) reactions performed by Lu et ut.22)

the 4.70 Mev state in 54trr, the 4.98 Mev state in t6"o and 3.72 MeV

state in 5B"o have most strongly been populated. But they have

measured no angular distributions in their (o,d) works, and have

not referred to these leveIs at all. Therefore, spins and parities
of these strongly seen levels in the (clrd) reactions have not been

assigned so far.
Angular distributions of deuterons leading to the lower excita-

tion members are shown in Fig.4-4 and to the higher excitation
members are shown in Fig.4-5. At the higher excitation region

around E__- 5 MeV, where a l-evel density is high, many pealcsx
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weak■y excited by the (α ′d)reaction fOrmed a continuum background.

The cross section of higher exc■ tattton ■evels were obta■ ned by

deso■ v■ng and subtracting unresolved peaks graphical■ y.   Here a

shape of the peak was assumed to be same as the one observed for a

■ow―■ying sing■ et peak.   Becau$e the peaks of the present interest

were very strOng′  errors due to the background subtraction were ■0～

■5 t in the cross section for the 50Ti(α ′d)and 52cr(α ′d)reactiOns

and 15～ 20 2 fOr the 54Fe(α ′d)and 56Fぎ (α ′d)reactions.    They exceeded

errors due to cOunting statistics cons■ derab■ y.

Angu■ ar distr■butions of elastica■ ■y scattered a■ pha partic■ es

from 52cr and 54Fe targets measured simultaneously in the (α
′d)

measurement are shown in Fig.4-6.   These data were used to check

whether optica■  potential parameters taken fFOm ■iterature can re―

produce the elastiC SCatter■ ng cross section we■ ■ Or not.   In

separate exper■ ment runs we measured deuteron e■ astic cross sections

from 52ci at Ed= ■■e3 Meve  The angu■ ar distribution is shown in Fig.

4-7.
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S 5。   DWBA analysis

5-■ )Configuratttons of leve■ s  excited by the (α ′d)reaCtiOn

From a simple she■ ■ model point of view ground state wave

functions pf  N=28 nuc■ ei are described as (■ f7/2)n protOn configu―

rations outside an inert 48ca core.   Actua■ ■y′  experiments of single

proton pick― up (d′
3He)reaCtiOns on N=28  nuc■ ei48)have revea■ ed

that the ground states of the nucle■  are descr■bed qu■ te we■ ■ by the

she■■ mode■ wave functions except for the  4Fe nuC■ eus.   For the  4Fe

ground state wave function′  very smal■  admixtures  Of (■ f7/2)4(lf5/2)2

and (・ f7/2)4(2pL/2)2 terms have been found besides the main (lf7/2)6

configuration for protons.  The spectroscopic factors for the 2p3/2

and the ■f5/2 States have been  found to be   about 4老  of the tota■

single particle strength. The (3He,d) reactions have given some infor-

matiOns on hole components of  2s― ■d she■■s ttn the N=28 nuc■ ei.

Experimental resu■ts of the reaction19′ 50′ 5■ )have shown that the 2s―

ld mixture in the target nuclei was  very small amOunt and less than

22。   While  a rigidity of the N=28 core has been investigated by

single neutron pick―up and stripping reactions52′ 53).   From the rё
―

search for al■
IN=28 nuc■

ei′  the 2p and the ■f5/2 C°mponents were less

than 5t in the ground state wave functions.   Therefore′  土t is quite

good approx■ mation to assume that the ground state of the even mass

nuc■ ei with N=28 are formed by a coup■ ing of (■f7/2)n protOns with the

48ca 
■nert core.

Hence it tts reasonable to expect that in the (α ′d)reaCtiOns on

the N=28 nuclei a proton wi■ l most ■ike■y be transferred to the ■f7/2

orbit and a neutron to one of the 2p3/2′  2p./2 °r lf5/2 °rbit.
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These configurations give ■2 positive parity states with spins

ranging from ■
+ to 6+.  Levels formed by a coupling of a 2p3/2

proton to either a p or a f neutron  may  lie   arOund 3 MeV in

excitation energies.  A■ so core excited states formed by [(f7/2)n

(」 )(3)T(λ j)ν (λ j).]configurations may appear as positive parity

states at around 3 MeV in excitation energies.  However these states

are hardly excited by the direct (α ′d)reactions ′ because the

reaction does not destroy the 48ca core.  ェf appreciab■ e configuration

m■ x■ ng is rea■ ized between the s■ ng■ e partic■e states and the core

excited states ′ the (α ′d)reaction can excite more ■evels other

than those    expected from the s■ mple shel■  model picturee  She■ l

mode■ calcu■ ation based on a effective two― body interaction by

Hor■ e et a■ 14とuggests that 70 ■evels in  4Mn and ■2 1evels ■n  6c。
are formed in the configuration space of the lf7/2 proton and the

2p3/2′  2p./2 and ■f5/2 neutron shel■  orbits.    Negative parity states

in the N=29 nuc■ ei  are expected to appear at around 4 MeV excitatttOn′

though no theoretica■  ca■ culatiOns have been done to predict exc■ ―    
‐

tation energies of the negative par■ ty states.   Probab■ y′   they

would be excited through a proton transfer tO a lf7/2 °rbit and a

neutron to a ■g9/2 °rbit.

Al■ owed values of a spin and an ■sospin carr■ ed by the transferred

two nucleons in the (α ′d)reaction are

S=l′  T=0.

An n―n pa■r and a p―p pa■r ■n the ■nc■ dent a■ pha particle are coup■ ed

in 13s state (spin sttng■ et′  isOspin trip■ et and re■ ative orbita■

angu■ ar momentum λ=ol)and a n― p pair in the a■ pha partic■e can coup■ e

to either ・
3s or 3■

s state.  But on■ y the s=l part (spin trip■ et)
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of the n-p pair in the alpha particle can contribute to the (cx,,d)

reaction, since the outgoing deuteron has a spin I and an isospin

0. The selection rules of the direct (o,d) reactj-on on the 0+

target allow at most two L (transferred angular momentum) values

to contribute to an angular distribution, and specify uniquely a

parity of a final state to (-)L. For a transition which includes

only one orbital angular momentum transfer, a spin parity JT of a

final state is L-I < J : L+I t T=(-)L, because the intrinsic spin

transfer is unity in the (ct,d) reaction. Therefore, natural parity

states Jr with'n=(-)J will be excited by an L=J transfer but

unnatural parity states with a spin J and a paritl, Tr: (-)J*I by

Lr= J*I and L.= J-1 transfers. If we observe the contribution

of two L values (L.and Lr) for a single state, w€ can identify

uniquely the final spin to J=L.*1. In the most cases, however, it

is difficult to uniquely assign the spin for an unknown residual

Ievel by using this characteristic feature of the (cx.rd) reaction,

since the cross section proceeding through the lower L transfer is

generally dominant. This is understood from a jj-tS transformation

coefficient for relevant orbits. The values of the transformation

coefficient for transfers of [nf l/2,\)l, j]1g pair in the reaction

are listed in Table 5-I.
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5-2) DWBA theory for (o,d) reaction

' Here we consider a reaction of a type a+A-+b+B , where a is an

incident projectile and A is a target nucleus, while b denotes a

outgoing particle and B is a residual nucleus. rf a transferred
cluster is symbolized by X for stripping reactions, then

b=a-X
B=A*X

A transition amplitude is written by the distorted wave Born

approxi-matj-on theory (DWBA) ."1)
_DW r-)* | , (+).r-"=/draa/drnexb (ro") <0b08 l uo" I Or0otxj' (ruo) (5-r)

-(+\/-\,where X''' and 1' ' are center of mass wave functions of the incident
and the outgoing particles distorted by optical potentialsrrespec-
tively. The wave functions denoted by Oi represents an j-nternal

motion of each nucleus i. The angular bracket means an integration
over all the internal variables. uo* i" an interaction potential
between the particles b and X. rn terms of the transition amplitud.e,
the differential cross section of the reacti-on is written as**
do - 

*-*b kb 
r.Di{,do enn2)2 k^ | (5-2)

*
,where m. is a reduced mass of the particle i and k. is a wave numberJ- r-

in channel i- For the internal wave function of the residual nu-
c1eus, a parentage expansi.on based on the target nucleus is intro-
duced for the (cr, d) reaction.

0^ r M (A+2) = I A(o.I.in_t-._j n I j ,r;o,.,I.,)*f'f'''f joj.r" r t' n n-n P P-P :- l-'

x tt tl',jn") *or-t, (A) lorrru, ( s-3)
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The parentage factor A(......) can be obtained explicitly, if a

shelt modet wave function for the residual nucleus is available.

For a state with a pure configuration of the residual nucl-eus the

parentage coefficient becomes a fractional parentage coefficient

(cfp1 . The V,* .: \ r is an antislnnmetrized wave function of the(lolnJJ
transferred two nucfeons. To calculate a form factor which is a

center of mass motion of this wave function, the two nucleon wave

function must be transformed to those of separated in the center

of mass and the relative coordinates. The transformation can be

made by transformation from j-j,to L-S coupling schemes and then by
2\

using a i"toshinsky bracket.'

t tinirr)"
^ r/2,z= r-r I I\/

1+A . _i LSfrxNt
J L'2

0+q+f.+-
It&lul!l!

!r\/

x (1/2 兌p

X <np p n

n)′
」|■/2 1/2(S) λ

pλ n

Here, NL and n!, are quantum numbers for the center of mass and the.

relative motion of the transferred pair, respectively. The radial
wave function ONtr of the center of mass motion is chosen to be a

harmonic oscillator wave funcLion. For the size parameter v for a

single particle state in a nucleus A use vras made of the value2)
-'t /2 -)=0.96 A -/ " fm A_., * is a Dirac delta function andJJ

is a Moshinsky bracket. It is noted that adopting the zero-range

DWBA theory the cross section is represented as an incoherent sum

of the transferred angular momenta L and J, which can be written as

(jp)1/2 λ
n(j

λ
n:LI五

χN二 :L> lφ iχ
(:ν ′→ φNLい 調

(L)′ 」)

IL穐
|」M15-4)
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滓
≒

V:
(5-5)

X」

lMIノ
百三TT=  

∫ Xl~l★ lkd′
¥ rう

FL(・うYLM 10φうxl+う lkα ′rl dr

F- (r) is the form factor and Y.^" is the spherical harmonic function.
L - LIVI

In the eguati-on (5-4), the most important term is T,=0, because the

relative motion between the transferred two nucleons is in S-state

in the alpha particle.
,\

The form factor in the equation 5-5) is written explicitly'' as

*rr,(r) = X B (o+Ir:S=t Nifr0 ;L,J;cr.Ir)!Nrr

x (a/ (a-21)-L+t'12 .fr ori ( 2 (A-2) v /tt , r) ( 5- 6 )

The a-is a normarization factor when the zero-range approximation
n

is taken for the interaction. The coefficient B is expressed as,

" 
=o*t,/Nn\ A(o'rrr;n,.[nj.tplpjp Jt oiri)

x (L/2 l,e (je) r/2 !,n ( j n) ,JlL/z r/2 (s) Unur, (L) ,J)

X くnpλ
pnhλ n:L I欝

LiO: L>   。                  (5-7)

N- and N- are the number of protons and neutrons in the (n-.e,-j-).'p _n - I P P-P
and (n 9" 1 ) orbits of a residual nuclear state. The factor' n n-n
/-N:X:- comes from the antislzmmetrization of the wave function.

DN
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The (α ′d)SpeCrrOscopic factor for a transition of a [7T(λ pjp)。 (λnjn)]

pa■ r w■ th angular momentum transfers of L and 」 is defined as

諏町7Lみ %り =長 llЩttmm¨島%り 喘 が‐札″ギ
(s-B)

In table 5-I the spectroscopic factors for pure configurations

are tabulated together with the j-j to L-S transformation coefficients.
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5-3) Comparison with experiments

The DWBA cross sections were computed with a zero-range code

'DwuCK'55). The two-particle form factor calculations were carried

out with a code 'TwoFF'56). The experimental (o,d) cross section

is related to the DWBA prediction as,
2rE+ 1 v^2

d,o/d,w)o*^ = 4N r '0- 
t 

"3T /QJ+r) , (5-9)
vzrr/. 2I ,+ I 10. LJ

where d V., is an average interaction strength between the deuteron
U

and transferred two nucl"orr=.2) A numerical factor 4 in the equation

comes from a parentage expantion of a light nucleus and means a number

of ways to break up an alpha particle into two deuterons. A factor
A,10' in the denominator is a square of an interaction strength employed

in the code TDWUCK'. Ii and It are the ground state spin of the

target and the final state spin of the residual nucleus, respectively.

L and J are orbital and resultant angular momenta carried by the

transferred p-n pair. For reactions on spin zero nuclei (Ii=0) ,

the relation (5-9) becomes simple, because a transferred total angular

momentum should be equal to a final state spin. Then we get

dσ/dω )exp.= 4N 
手  二 

σEI (5-10)

Two conbinations of alpha and deuteron optical potential- sets

were tried as shown in Table 5-II in the present analysis. The set

given by the Al and D1 in the table is the same as used previousfy60).

They are directly from the work of McFadden and Satchler for an

atpha channel (AI) 57) and of Daehnick and Park for a deuteron channel
qq)(DI)"-'. Another optical potential set (A2,D2) was essentially
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taken from the work of Schneider et .t.I4) This set g'ave the best

predictions in the analysis of the 5B*i(d,cr)tuao reaction at Eu=14

MeV, but was not the ones to reproduce the el-astic scatterinq angular

distributions best. Schneider et .1.14) suggested for reactions

with a large angular momentum mismatch such as (d,o) and (3He,a)

reactions that the best elastic scattering parameters were not neces-

sarily be best for those transfer reactions but one should use such

potential parameters as to satisfy Vb * V" t Vb*X , where b is the

lighter projectile and X the transferred particle. This has been

called 'well matching method '. We modified slightly the real

well depth in their alpha channel parameters from 191.9 MeV to L82

MeV j-n order to improve DWBA fits for L=0 and 2 transfers.

The optical potential parameters are listed in Table 5-II. Elastic

scattering angular distributions of alpha particles obtained with the

Al and A2 parameters are shown in Fig.4-6 by solid and dashed lines,

respectively. The AI potential reproduced the experiments fairly wel1,

while the A2 could not reproduce the deep minima of the experiments.

DWBA calculations with the Al-Dl set combined with a forrn.factor

solved in a Woods-Saxon potential of r=I.27 fm and a=0.55 fm (Ffl)

gave satisfactory results for L = 4, 6 and 7 transfers as shown in

Fig.A-2-c by solid lines. But for smalI L transfers (1 = 0 and 2)

the AI-DI set gave poor agreement between the predictions and the

experiments. For L=0 transfers the predictions gave a too exaggerated

pattern. And positi-ons of maxj-ma and minima of the diffraction shape

shifted backward b1z 5o. ?or L=2 transfers the phase relation

was good but a striking oscillatory pattern seen in the experimental
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L=2 transfers could not be reproduced. This poor agreements

for the L=0 and 2 may be attributed to the large angular momentum

mi smatch of the ( cl , d ) reaction .

,3--(-He,o) reactions, Iike (o,d) , had also a large momentum

mismatch. Stock ut .1.61) have pointed out in their analyses of
(3Hu,o) reactions on chromium i=oaon"" that the angular momentum

mismatch make the nuclear interior contribute significantly to

the reaction. To clarify this in the (cr,d) case , reflection co-

efficients t I nl | ) for the alpha and deuteron partial waves at 23.9

MeV incident alpha particle energy and Q-values of -11- MeV( E"=0.0

I4eV) and -16 MeV ("*=5 MeV) are shown in Fig. 5-1. Only the partial
waves in a region I nn | : 0.5 contribute to the elastic scattering
cross section and are determined well by the elastic cross section

fitting procedure. In the present case , for Q=-11 t,teV the well
determined Partia■  waves were λ ～ ■l―■3 h ,nd λ

d～
 6… 8 h and for Q=

α

―■6 MeV λ
d～

 4-5 五. Therefore, if the (a,d) reaetion cross section

of a given angular momentum transfer is mainly due to partial waves

beyond. this limits, the (cr,d) angular distribution so obtained
may not explain the experiments. In the lower part of Fig.5-1 over-

lap integrals for L=6 and L=0 transfers of the (o,d) reaction are

shown. A radial overlap integral ( Ur"" (l,otd) ) are represented

by a product of a form factor and partial waves of incident and exit
channels. For simplicity, only a case of [o-[d= L is shown. For

the L=6 transfer, the overlap integrals of large values were located

around.Q,^.- 11 6 and L^- 5 E, where the partial waves were well deter-c){, d
mined. While, for the L=0 transfer almost all the partial waves
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in the range 01 .Q,^1 B h contributed. In the latter case, the trans-

ferred p-n pair ala ,,ot fill the gap between the angular momenta brought

by the entrance and exit channels. In the actual cases, combinations
++to satisfy 9-.*1".= L in the overlap i-ntegrals can be allowed. Then-u,o

so extreme difference mentioned above did not realize.

DWBA predictions obtained with the A2-D2 set with FF2 form factor
(r=1.35 fm and a=0.75 fm) are shown in Fig.4-2-a,-b,-c by dashed

1ines. For L=0 and 2 the A2-D2 gave considerable improvements.

D:r{-'in,rlanz f^r an L=0 tranSfer tO the 1.72 MeV State the agreement

was almostly perfect. However, for large L transfers a slight deteri-

oration of the predictions was seen. As a whole, the agreements

between the theory and experiment were better in the A2-D2 set than i-n

the A■ ―Dl set. In spite of the superiority of the A2-D2 set, w€ wi11

employ the A1-DI set for the following DWBA analysis. This is

Decause the (ol,d) normarization factor N in the equation (5-9)

has been determined for the Al-D1 potentials previously by xa*.60).

And for another, levels to be treated here are restricted to high

spin states.

The empirical normarization factor of the (o,d) analysis using

the Lin-Yoshida's form factor has been extracted from the previous
q] q? 60)ttV(o,d) "Cr reaction"' 1N=73-130) . In the Lin-Yoshida's formalj-sm,

the factor VO"fr 2) corresponds to the usual zero-range interaction

strenqth D^. The a:y is an overlap integral of the wave functions for-un
the relative motion of the two-nucleons in the incident alpha parti-cle

and of the transferred two-nucleons in the residual nucleus. For the
a/1

Lf-2p shell nuclei the -fr=' is about 3 fm'/ o - So the sguare of the

empirical interaction strength thus obtained is about 106 Mev2fm3.

Herer w€ employ this value for the DVIBA analysis.
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5-4) Other excitation processes

In the present analysis, we assume that the (cr,d) reaction
proceeds via a dj-rect one-step process. If this assumption would not

right the present spectroscopic results would not be reasonable. So,

we will discuss on a possibility of other reaction mechanisrns of the

(o,d) reaction at 23.9 MeV alpha particle energy. Possible reaction
processes considered are two-step processes of sequential nucl-eon

transfer (o-t-d) and (o-3H"-d) channels and a compound nuclear process

besides the direct process. They are shown schematically in Fig.
5-2 by a double, dashed and solid lines, respectively.

A compound state of t8*i formed by a 54r" + alpha (23.g Mev)

system lies at 28.7 Mev in excitation energy. This is higher

by 20.5 MeV and 16.5 MeV than threshold energies of a proton and

a neutron emissions, respectively. While a threshold energy of a

deuteron emission is 17 .3 MeV and is 5.I Ir{eV higher than that
of the neutron emissj-on. Therefore, a proton'dnd a neutron emission

may occur in advance of a deuteron emission. Moreover, it is well
known that loosely bound composite particles like a deuteron are

hardly emitted from a compound nucleus. Actually following experi-
mentally observed facts imply that a contribution to the (clrd) cross

sections from a compound nuclear process is negligibly small.
(i) The angular distributions of sma1l L transfers showed charac-

teristic diffraction patternsrwhich ind_i_cate a direct
process. ( see Fig.4-2-ar-b )

(ii) rn our previous (cr,d) reaction on 5lv u.t an alpha particle
energy of 22.0 MeV, angular distributions measured. from 15o
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to 130o in a laboratory system showed assymmetric patterns

with respect to the 90o center of mass axis. They are

shown in Fig.5-3 .

(iii) Leve1s known as neutron hole states were not excited in the

nraqanl- (clrd) reactions at all. They have been most strongly

excited by (d,o) reactions at 2.28I MeV in t6"o and at 2.646

Mev in 5B"o reactions]-A'70)..rd have been assigned to be 7+

with configurations of lntltZ utr/)' I .

(iv) In a series of (cl,d) reactions on N=28 nuclej- strong target
dependences were observed in the cross sections to 5+ and B-

transitions. This will be d.iscussed in $ Z .

AII the above mentioned facts come i-nto conflict with what one

would expect for the reaction proceeds via a compound process. Then

a contribution to the (s,d) cross sections from the compound process

was esLimated to be less than a few pb/sr at most.

Two-step process

Two-step processes are much important for transitions which

are forbidden by some reasons in a direct one-step process. Also

for two-nucleon transfer reactions the two-step processes have a

possibility to play an important role, because cross sections of

the two-nucleon transfer reactions are generally small compared

with those of one-nucleon transfer reactions.
In the present two-step analysis, we considered successive

nucleon transfer (o-3it"-d) and (cr-t-d) processes. We chose as inter-
mediate states the ground state of 55"o and single particle states
of pZ/Z 

^nd gg/Z shell orbits in --Fe for each process.
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For the "Ce intermediate states only the f t/2 ground state was

chosen because in 54o"(cr,t)u5"o spectra which were measured at the

same time with the present 5nr.(cr,d) measurement, only the qround

state was strongly populated. Cross sections of other levels were

as small as those of the (cr,d) reaction
tr, A C,C

We analyzed the present -=Fe(o,d) -"Co reaction data of tr,vo

transitions leading to 5+ at 0.576 and B- state at 4.gg lleV.

These transi-tions are allowed by the direct one-step process and

were very strongly populated. Two-step calculations were carried

out using a computer code 'TwosrP' developed blz Toyama and Tgarashio'/

I'ormalism of the two-step processes are based on a Green-function

iteration method by Toyam.63'64) . The transition matrix is given

separately for the one- and two-step processes as

T=く 8(~)|
MfMl

  l ( v-+ v-- v. )r r E-H+ie l- 18(+)>=T
MoMi

■ ■

(1)+T(2)
(5… ■■)

, where suffixes Mrr MLt Mi and Mi represent the magnetic quantum

numbers of the residual , the emitted particle, the target and the

projectile, respectively. Wave functions denoted by ;,.|fri mean the

distorted waves including intrinsj-c spin function for incident and

exit channels. ;. "nA i- are the residual interactions which causel_t
transitions at incident and exit channels, respectively. An operator
1,/(U-n+ie) describes a propagation of an intermediate particle.
The first term in equation (5-11 ) is a transition matrix of an ordi-
nary one-step DWBA and the second term is a second order Born approxi-

mation transition matrix element. A calculation of the second term

can be carried out by using a Green functiorr63).

Optical potential parameters for entrance and exit channels used

in the two-step calculations were the same ones employed in the direct
(cr,d) analysis(A1-D1). For both triton and tn. channels, w€ used

optical potential parameters with which previou5lrT measured )lV(o.,t)
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r.52r, and ttMrr(c,t) toF" angular distributions have been successfully

analyzed. They are listed in Table 5-II'

calculated angular distributions of the one- and two-step processes

and of the cohelent interferences are shown in Fig-5-4- In general,

the cross sections via (g-t-d) processes were about 4-6 times larger

than those of vi-a (o-3H.-d) processes. This is due to a large Coulomb

barrier in the intermediate 3r" channel-. Cross sections of constructive

and destructive interferences between (o-t-d) and (o-3H"-d) amplitudes

are also shown. Even with the constructive interference, the two-step

cross sections were factors of B-I0 weaker than the experimental cross

sections. While the one-step cross sections labeled by 'D' i-n the

figure could almostly reproduce the experiments. The predicted cross

sections were modified by factors of 0.7-1.3 by the cohelent contribution

of the two-step amplitudes (O+trD-T) , but the shapes of the angular

distributions were little affected. It is found that for the (o'd)

reactions at 23.9 MeV alpha particles leading to the highest spin states

the one-step process give a dominant contribution and the sequential

two-step processes play rather a minor role. However, this does not

mean that the two-step processes are importa-nt for the transiti ons

where the one-step cross sections are snial'l and are not irnportant for

the transitions having a large one-step cross section. It must be

noted that r^zlren the direct cross section is large in a given transition,

also the two-step cross section becomes large and vice versa" This is

mainly due to a foltowing reason. Thansition amplitudes of the (cr,d)

reaction are strongly affected b1z a magnitude of an angular momentum

transformation coefficient of the transferred two nucleons. L{hen two-

nucleons transferred sequentially into the identical orbits with the

ones occupied by the one-step Drocess, a similar transformation factor

as the one-step process appears in a transition matrix of the two-step

prosess al-so.
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$ o. Discussion for 54r"(o,d)tuao reaction

Low-lying states of tUao nucleus are considered to be formed by

a coupling of one neutron and one proton hole with a doubly-closed
tu*i core. Horie .rrd ogawa54) have calculated the leve1 structure of
U6ao in terms of an effective two-body matrix el-ement based on shetl

model calcu]ations. Where, they have assumed that low-1ying states

of the UUao are d.escribed by a nB". inert core plus z'20 protons in

the ,tr/, shetl and a neutron in the ,pr/2, 2PL/Z or ttt/, shell orbit-

rn this chapte::, uu"o levels are considered individually, and

experimental data of the present work are compared with those of

previous works, especially with hiqh resoluLion tt*i(drcx.)uu"o work

at L7 MeV performed by Schneider "t "1.14) and 54r"{3H",p)56co work

at l-B MeV projectiles by Laget.t.1.26) Also a comparison with

DWBA calculations are made. In Table 4-I anqular momentum transfers

obtaj-ned by the DWBA analysis are shown in comparison with values

of previous works. Normarization factors defined in equation (5-B)

are also presented in column 5 ,which were deduced from integrated

cross sections over an angular rangie 14"- l05o in the center of mass

system. For several 1eve1s the experimental results are compared

with the theoreLical results of Horie .rd Og.*t5.4) Their wave functions

for correspondinq leve1s are listed in the last column-
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(1) 0.00 MeV

The ground state was only weakly excited in the present (cl,d)

reaction. The angular distribution was well fitted by an L=4 DWBA

prediction. This L=4 assignment was consistent with the 4+assignment

based on y-y correration measurements38'40'42) . shetl model carcu-

lations performed by Horie urrd Og.r.54) have predicted a spin-parity
q6 +of the ""Co ground state to be 4' and have suggested that a [rfl/ZuPZ/Zl

pair was a main configuration to be transferred in (q,,d) reaction.

Although the experimental cross section was sma1l, it was still about

twice larger than the prediction with a pure [nfr/rrpl/Z]t=q,J=4
transfer. A DWBA prediction employing Horie's wave function gave

little change in the magnitude of the cross section because of a

cancellation in transition amplitudes between remainders of tnfl/z
\)n I anri I n€ rrf I cnmnnnan#c, E'1 /1r sf .s . ,, t ? /.vt tr /,) I components .- L/ z "7/2"-5/2' -"'
(2) 0.157 MeV

The 0.157 MeV state was not excited so strongly. The angular

distribution showed somewhat different pattern from the DWBA prediction

with a pure L=2 transfer. A slight admixture of an L=4 component

to the L=2 main component made the fit better. Since the 0.157 MeV

state is believed to be a single level, the recognition of two L

components (L=2 and 4) in the (clrd) reaction permitted an unique spin

assignment of 3+. This 3+ assi-gnment was consistent with previous
4? \ 't 4'l

\-ray'-' and (dro)-" works. A normarization factor obtained by

assuming a pure tnf . r.Vp. r-l - transfer was N=74. Horie and
t / z ct 2'L=2+4 ,J=3

Ogawa have predicted the first 3+ state to be located at 0.216 MeV

with a dominant configr:ration of tntr)lvV3/2l . Use of their wave function

decreases the predicted cross section and vi-elds N=90 which was close
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to the (cr.,d) normarization factor N^= 100.

(3) 0.576 MeV

This level was one of the most strongly seen in the (cl,d) reaction.

This was excited strongly in the (d,cl) reaction sIA '44).1=o, but was

excited very weakly in the {3H",p)B'44) reactions. The strong trans-
itions in both the (cl,d) stripping and (d,o) pick-up reactions restrict
a wave f uncti-on of the leve' -1

'1 to a lntl/)rpl/Zl t. The (o,d) angular

distribution was fairly welL reproduced by an L=4 transfer. The L=4

transfer of a lrfrrrvVrrrl pair allows spins of 3*, 4+ and 5+. The

3* and 4+ assignments gave N= 360 and 2140, respectively, while the

5- assignment gave lrJ= 95. Comparing each N value with the normal

NO= ■00′  those of for the 3+ and 4+ were unreasonably ■arge.   Thus

we adopted 5+ assignment to the ■evel′  which was cons■ stent w■ th the

tentative assignment in the (d′ α)Study by Schneider et al14)′  where

the assignment was based on a cross section ratio of σ(d′ α)/σ (p′
3He)。

Hortte and Ogawa54)have predicted a 5+ at O.408 MeV with a dominant

[7「 f7ラ〕νp3/2]p■ us a [7T f 7ラ〕υf5/2]C°nfiguration.   A smal■  mixing of

the [7「 f7ラ
:り

f5/2]C°mponent decreases the DWBA cross section about 20 2

and gives N= ■■5.   For this ■evel detai■ ed dttscussions will be done

■n chapter 7.

(4)  0。 830 MeV

The O.830 MeV state was excited very weakly in all (α ′d)′  (d′ α)

(3He′ p)and (p′ 3He)reaCtiOns.   Therefore′
 we cou■ d not resolved the

peak clearly from the O.38 MeV peak of 58co caused from 56Fe contami…

nati9n in the target.   According to the Horie's prediction′  who have

suggested a 4+ at O。 840 MeV with a wave function of O.574 17Tf7ラ
:り

p3/2>

-0.567 17Tf7ラ〕りp./2>+0° 7341Tf7ラ〕νf5/2>′  the main [7rf 7ラ
:ν

f5/2]C°mponent
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of the (cl,d) transition amplj-tude was completely canceled by the
-1 -lr*E -.'n I and [rf - ,lvp, ,.J terms.

'"'7/2"t3/2'' t/z t/'r'
(5) 1.00 MeV

A very strong peak populated with admi><ed L:2 and 4 rvas

observed at 1.00 MeV excitation energy in the present (s,d) reaction.

This state, however, has been recognized to be composed with closely

spaced doublet levels at 0.970 and f.009 MeV excitation by high
. .3._ l-4)resofution (-He,p; and (d,o) reactions- -'. The 0.97 0 Mev state and

the 1.009 MeV state have already been assigned to be 2+ and 5*, re-

spectively, by '(d,cr) and B-y studiesl '38) ,h" 
"=, 

and L=4 shapes

correspond to the 2+ and the 5*, respectively.
(6) 1.10 MeV

This level was concealed by a tail of the large 1.00 MeV peak'

so an angular distribution could not be measured. The (drcr) reaction
14)

by Schneider et al. has excited moderately tvith admixed L=2 and 4.

They have assigned 3+ to this level from the L-mixing and the o(drcl)
?

1o(p,'He) ratio. The 1.10 MeV state may be identical with the 1.139

MeV state predicted by Horie .r,d Oguttsl )

(7) 1.450 MeV

At this excitation energy no significant peaks have been seen

in the present (o,,d) spectra. This level is known as an anti-

analogue state to the 56r. ground state and j-s strongly forbidden in

(o,d) reaction by the selection rule if= i.* t. In (d,cr) reaction

the 1.450 MeV state has not been excited at all. However' in (pr3H")
?and ("Herp; it has been excited moderately by an L=0. These facts

support the 0+ assignment strongty.
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(8) I.72 MeV

This level was one of the most strongly excited in the present

(o,d) reaction. The angular distribution of this level could be

fitted by an L=O DWBA curve. The L=0 transi-tion in (o, d) and (d, ct)

reactions necessarily Ieads to an f-assignment. This assignment was

consistent with the original 1+ assignment. Horie and Ogawa have

predicted that the 10West ■
tt state was expected to have 3.50 MeV

excitation with a [Tf7ラ〕つf5/21 C°nfiguration within  the one― partic■ e

one-hol-e configuration space. The DWBA prediction assuminq a

pure [Tf7ラ〕りf5/2]C° nfiguration′  however′  yie■ ded only one tenth of

the experimental strength.   Coode and Zamick43)have conc■ uded from

an ana■ ysis of the  ft value of 56Ntt β
+―

decay that the configuration

of the l.72 MeV state  was not an one― partic■ e one― ho■ e [7Tf 7ラちνf5/2]■ +

but a dominant two―parliC■ e t,o― ho■e component ζuch as a 17「 f7ラ;(0+)

Tp3/2つ p3/2]■ +° The two― partic■ e two― ho■e nature of this ■evel was

also supporLed by the result of the two-nucleon transfer

cross sections. The two-particle two-hole states above mentioned

can hardly be excited by two-particle pick-up reactions, but be
14)

excited preferentially by stripping reactions. In fact, (d,ct) and
? I n\(p,-He)t"'have populated this level weakly, while the present (cx''d)

and (3He′ p)・
4′ 44) have excited strong■

y. A normarization factor

for the DWBA ca■ cu■ation assuming the [Tf7ラ る(0+)7Tp 3/2ν p3/2]C° nfttgu―

ration was N= ■90  and  it was sti■ ■ about twice as large as the

ordinary va■ ue NO= 100・    S°me configuration mixings of [7r f 7ラ
:7T f5/2

νf5/2]′  [7T f7ラ
:ν

f5/2]attd [7r f 7ラ
:π

p3/2νp./2]C°mponente besides the main

[7rf 7ラ
:7「
p3/2'p3/2]C°mponent were required to explain th? eXperiment。
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(9) I.92 MeV

This level has been strongly seen in all two-nucleon transfer

reactions. The deuteron angular distribution for this level had a

characteristic L=2 shape which led a Jfr to be one of 1*, 2* and 3+.

Horie and Ogawa have predicted a JT= 3+ state at 1.905 MeV to have

a dominant 1nt.llvp, ,.1 configuration. A transfer of A r>lrre tnf-7/2''I/2 ',"-7/2
Vpr u..,1 pair leading to a 3+ gave }tr = 410. The Horie's wave function- t/z
led N - 220 which had been reduced by constructive interference

among three components. The t+ and 2+ assu*ption could not explain

such a large experimental cross section. Although the N value was

consi-derably larger than the N.,, the 3+ assignment would be likely.
U

Two-particle two-hole components may be required to explain the

experimental cross section as been suggested by Schneider et rt.14)
(r0) 2.06 MeV

The 2.06 MeV state was rather weakly excited in the present (cr,

d) reaction. The angular distribution was tentatively identifj-ed

to have an L=2 shape, although the first minimum expected to appear

at 25o which characterized an L=2 shape was not clearly observed.

No final conclusions could not be deduced from the present result on

the 2.06 MeV state.
(11) 2.29 MeV

The experimental angular distribution of the 2.29 MeV state was

well reproduced by an L=2 DWBA prediction. Schneider et .1.14) hrrr.

assigned 2.28I MeV state to be 7+ which has been most strongly
excited with an L=6 in the (d,o)reaction. They have concluded that
the 2.28L MeV state has been the highest spin state belonging to a
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two― particle two― ho■e 〔7T f 7ラ
:り

f7ラ〕(νp3/2)20す ]」 mu■tiplet. Such a

state is hardly excited by (α ′d)and (3He′ o)reactions.   Schneider

et al14have also pO■ nted out a poss■ b■ e ex■ stence of another leve■

at Ex = 2.301 MeV  excited by an L=2 transfer iA (3He′ p)reaction.

Our 2.29 MeV state was thought to be identica■  with ■atter state.

(■ 2)2.37 MeV

This level was excited in the present (o,d) reaction with moderate

intensity. The angular distribution was well fitted with an L=6

y-rays angular distribution measurments.

confirmed their 6+ assisnment.

Ex-3MeV

DWBA calculation which ■ed three possib■ e 5+′  6+ 。r 7+ assttgnments.

The 7+ aSSignment was unlttkely  because such a spin state be  expected

to havさ either a [Tf7ラ 〕υf7ラ :り
p3/; ]° r [(Tf7ラ

:)」キ07Tλ
jりλり']J=7+

could not be excited by (ct,d) in first order. A 6- state has been

predicted to be located at Ex= 2.324 MeV with a 1nf ,-rlvf .,.1 configu-
54) t/z )/z

ration. This prediction was very close to the experimental observed

excitation energy. A DWBA prediction assumi-ng this configurati-on
gave N - 120 , it was also close to the ord-i-nary NO=I00. Recent1y,

Sarantites "t uI.67) have investigated the high spin states in tu"o
aA qA *via -'Fe(g,pn)""co (v) reaction in the energy range between 20.4 and

29.5 MeV of a projectj-le. They have found. a sequential decay from

10+ to 5+ and have identified the 2.372 MeV state to be 6+ from y-y

coincidence measurements in conjunction with excitation functions and
J

Our 6' identification

In the excitation
have been observed bv

region around 3MeV,

the high resolution

many close■ y spaced ■eve■ s

(d′ α)reaction・
4)。

     .n
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our (o,d) reaction many peaks were also observed but due to the poor

energy resolution ( FWHM : 90 keV), angular distributions to the level-s

could not be taken except for two distinct levels. They were located

at 3.08 and 3.18 MeV in excitation energies. The angular distribution
of the 3.08 MeV state showed a characteristic diffraction pattern
of an L:0 transfer , it suggest an r+ assignment. caldwerl et.t.9)
have been assigned this level- to be 1+ from an L=0*2 (3He,p1 angular

distributj-on, although they have not carried out DTVBA cal-culations.
Although the experimental angular distribution of the 3.18 i.teV

state coufd not be reproduced by DVJBA calculations, this state was

excited probably by a sma11 angular momentum transfer because of its
structured shape. A comparizon with results of other reactions was

difficult due to a hiqh level densitv.

Ex:5MeV

At a higher excitation region around 5 MeV, some prominent peaks

were observed They were located at excitation energies of 4.99,
5.08, 5.31 and 5.47 MeV. Since in this excitation region a 1evel

density was very high, €ril identification among levels appeared in
different reactions was difficult. In the (o,d) reaction by Lu et ut?2)

at a/r alpha particle energy of 50 MeV, several strong peaks have been

observed at 4.98, 5.44, 6.56 and 8.92 Mev excitations. They have

assigned the 8.g2 MeV only to be 9+ with a lnf --,?,(0*)-^ \|n r
t / z "Y9/2""9/2t

conf i-guration . For other levels they have not discussed at al-I.
Their 4.98 MeV state is identi-cal with our 4.99 MeV state. As a
peak width of their 5.44 MeV state seems to be somewhat broad compared

with that of the 4.98 MeV, it may be composed with unresolved doublet

levels which includes our 5.31 and 5.47 MeV states.
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In the (3He,p; reaction by Laget et al-. very strong two peaks

have been seen at 5.337 and 5.471 MeV excitations but at 4.99I MeV

only a weak peak has been observed. Cross section ratios of the

5.337 and 5.47I MeV states to the A.ggL MeV state were 5 and L2 in
?the ('He,p1 and were l- and 2 in the present (ord) reaction. An

enhancement of transition strengthes to the 5.33 and 5.47 lvieV states

(or a hindrance of the 4.991 MeV transition) in the (3He,p1 reaction

comparing with that in (o,d) reaction suggests that these two levels

(5.337 and 5.47I MeV) should have relatively low-spins, while the 4.99

MeV state a high spin. These facts were supported by shapes of the

experimental angular d.istributions of the (o,d) reaction. The angular

d.istributions of the 5.31 and 5.47 MeV states showed oscil-]atory

patterns , while that of the 4.99 MeV state decreased monotonically

with angle which is a nature of a large angular momentum transfer.

We could not obtain any good fit to both 5.31 and 5.47 MeV angular

distributions by DWBA calculati-ons r !>robablv because of the large

angular momentum mismatch discussed in chapter 5. To the contraryr

the angular distribution of the 4.99 MeV state was well fitted with

an L=7 transfer. Detailed discussions on the 4.99 MeV state will

be stated in chapter 7.
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$ 7.I{ighest spin states with configurations of trf l)Zv(l,j) l

7-I) General considerations

One of the important properties of the (o'd) reaction is

that high spin states .I" excited preferentially. Experim.ental

evidence of this property was first observed by Harvey "t "1.20)
in their (ord) reactions on s-d shell- nuclei at 50 MeV alpha

particle energy. ItTe will here discuss some theoretical

considerations on the preferential excitation of the high spin

states in the (a,d) reaction. The selective transition to the

high spin states is understood from some considerations on

kinematics of the reaction and geom,etrical conditions of anqular

momentum couplings of the transferred two nucleons.

At first we will consider an orbital angular momentum rnatching

in the reaction, which is favorable to increase cross sections.

A Q-value of the (a,d) reaction on even-even nuclei in the Lf-2p

shell is typically *10 MeV. This large negative Q-value together

with a mass ratio of the projectile alpha particle and the ejectile

deuteron make a large angular momentum difference between the

entrance and the exit channels. So the transition to bring a

large angular momentum to the target nucleus occursfavorably.

If we assume the reaction takes place at a nuclear surface in a

semiclassical sense, the matching condition of the transferred

orbital angular momentum L can be written dsr

L=Rrk, -Rrk, ,

where the Ri and the R, denote the nuclear radii of the target

and the residual nuclei, and k, and k, are wave numbers of the

entrance and exit channels , respectively. For the (a,d) reaction
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aL 24 MeV alpha particle energy on the 1f-2p sheIl nuclei, relations

of excitation energies versus the matched angular momentum transfers

are shown in Fig .7 -t. The angular momentum transferred to the

target nucleus by the captured n-p pair is calculated to be about

4\,56 for the ground state t,ransition and becomes up to about 6"vfr't

for the transitions to the states around 5 MeV in excitation when the

deuteron is emitted at zero deqree. Consequently, the transitions

where each nucleon of the transferred n-p pair enters into an f or a

n nrhi r fnr I ow-lying states and into an f or a g orbit for highlyv

excited states are considered to be likely" However, at the relatively

low energy of the alpha beam as in the present study, a centrifugal

force suppresses the incident partial waves with large angular

momentum to enter into the nuclear surface. Thus such striking

selectivity about the ang'ular momentum transfers as been seen in

the high energy alpha beam may not be expected in the present case.

Another kinematical cause to enhance the transitions
to the higher excited states with high spin comes from a binding

energy dependence of a form factor of the reaction. The form factor,

the wave function of a transferred pair in the residual nucleus,

extends to the nuclear surface with decreasi'ng the binding energy.

Therefore, an overlapping of both incident and outgoing distorted

waves and the form factor becomes large at the nuclear surface.

Fig.7-2 shows Q-value dependences of the f orm f actors for L=4 and

f= 5 transfers of a lrfl/Zrtr/rl pair, where solid lines and

dashed lines show the form factors of E"=4.5 MeV and E*=0.5 MeV,

respectively. Q-value dependences of the DWBA cross sections for

different L transfers are shown in Fig.7-3. The cross sections of
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various L transfers are conventionally normarized to I at zero

excitation energy. As can be seen in the figure, the cross sections

of the transition with a large orbital angular momentum decrease Iess

slowly with increase of a negative Q-value than that with small angnrlar

momentum transfers.

The high spin state is enhanced in the (o,d) reaction by a sta-

tistical factor 2J+I for the magnetic substate of the residual state

and by a geometrical factor for the transferred two nucleons. This

latter effect comes from an angular momentum coupling scheme of the

transferred two nucleons. The form factor of the (cr,d) reaction is

already described in equations (5-6) and (5-7). In these equati-ons

the 9j symbol is the coefficient of the angular momentum transformation

from the j-j to L-S coupling of the proton and neutron transferred

to (1,^j^) and (!.-j-) orbits, respectively. The resultant spins ofp- p n-n
the final state are allowed to be one of values limitted by ljo-irrlS
」≦jp+jn° When the J is a stretched coupling which means that the

」 takes the ■argest poss■ b■ e va■ue ■n the angular momentum coupling′

name■y jp=Sp+λ
p′

 jn=Sn+λn and 」=jpttjn′   the transformation coefficient

becomes unitv. While in the case of other coupling schemes a square

of the 9j coefficient amounts to only ■0～ 50t of the stretched one.

This type of enhancement is ■nherent in the two― nucleon transfer

reactions.

Putting a■ ■ the effects above discussed together′  we can expect

that the highest spin states are strongly excited by the (α ′d)

reaction.
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7-2) Excitation energies of high spin states

Energy spectra of deuterons from the (cr,d) reactions on three

N=28 targets (50ri, t'"t.rrd 54r") and on a neighboring N=30 target

156re) are shown in Fig .4-3. In each spectrum two peaks marked

with asterisks were strongly seen in the present work and wer:e

assigned to be 5* and B- states for the lower and the higher

excitation energies, respectively. The peaks with hatched lines

were caused form 12c(ord)14tt reaction. The leve1s assigned to be

5* were all located up to 0.6 MeV excitation energy. Precisely

the excitation energies were 0.020*0.020 MeV in "u, 0.36310.010 MeV

in 54olrr, 0.575t0.0I0 M,eV irr 56co and 0.020*0.020 Mev in 58co nucleus.

The prominent levels in the higher excitation energies which were

assigned to be B- in the present work were located at 4.32 tO.O3 MeV

in "u, 4.72 J0.02 MeV in 54*rr, 4.99 10.02 Mev in 56co .rrd 3.75 to.o:

MeV in 5B"o nucleus. Details of these spin-parity assj-gnments will

be discussed in the following sections. Here, w€ point out a distinct

stractural difference among the deuteron energy spectra from those

targets. rn the tori(cr,d)52v spectrum the peaks of 5+ and B- were

remarkably prominent compared with many peaks between them, while
\a q6

in the "=Fe(cl,d)""Co spectrum the strengthes of the two peaks were

comparable to those of other several peaks located at around 2-6 MeV

in excitation. Therefore, it is very interesting to compare the

experimental energy spectra with those expected from the DWBA calcu-

lations based on a simple shell mode1. In the calculations the

levels were assumed to 1ie at excitation energies determined from

proton and neutron single particle energies of the neighboring odd

mass nuclei. Thus the levels with the same configuration have the

same excitation energy. The cross sections were estimated by the

DWBA calcuLations assuming pure configurations which can be excited by
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a direct (α ′d)reaCtiOn.  Fig.7-4 showS the expected (α ′d)energy

spectra thuS Obtained on the three N=28 targets.  COmparttng wttth

the experimenta■  ones in the Fig。 4-3 we can see that gross

structures of the energy spectra were we■ l reproduced by these

ca■ cu■ atttons.  Be■ ow 5 MeV in excitation on■ y two strong■ y excitod

■evels Were seen ■n the ca■ cu■ ated 52v spectrum′  the■ r configurations

were [7T f 7/:ν p3/215+ and [7T f 7/:ν g9/2]8…・   工n the 56co speと trum′

besides the two ■eve■ s of 5+ and 8~ spins′  other strong ■eve■ s with

[7T f 7ラ ;Tp つp ]and [7T f 7ラ :π
p νf5/2]C°nfigurations appeared at arOund

5 MeV excitation energy.   Sttnce both 2p3/2 and 2p./2 proton she■ ■

orbits are entire■y empty and the ■f7/2 proton Orbit tts occupied by

s■ x protons ■n the  4Fe target nucleus′  trans■ ttton strengthes to the

states with [7T f 7ラ〕°λj]cOnfigurations decrease to be comparab■ e to

those oF the [7rf 7ラ :7Tpop Or f5/2]C° nfttgurations.   Therefore ttn the

56co spectrum the [Tf7ラ
:ν

p3/2]5+ and [7rf 7ラ〕νg9/218~ States are not so
prominent compared with the two peaks in the 52v spectrum.

Fig。 7-5 shows experimenta■  reaction Q―values corresponding to

the lower and higher exc■ tation members of the res■ dual nuc■ e■ as

a functiOn of the atom■ c number of the resュ dua■ nuc■ e■ .  We represent

former w■ th an open c■ rc■ e and ■atter w■ th a c■ osed C■ rc■e.  As

48ca(α
′d)50sc reactiOn was not performed in the present work′  the

data points of the 50sc nuc■ eus was taken from the resu■ ts of the

48ca (α
′d)50sc reaction at 31 Mev alpha particle energy by Moazed

et a.18)The angular distrttbution to the state′  however′  has not been

presented and no spin assignments have been carr■ ed out.  In the

48ca(3He′ p)50sc reacttton at ■8 MeV 3He energy by F■ eming et aif)This

state has on■ y weak■ y been excited compared with ■ow spin states.

This is probab■ y due tO the high spin of the 4。 42 M9V state.  So the

4。 42 MeV state.is considered to be one of possib■ e candidates for
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. --rthe trtrr)vgg/Zl r- members. A monotonous increase of -Q-va1ue of

the (o.,d) reaction with an atomic number of the residual nucleus

was observed in the N=28 targets as can be seen in Fig.7-5 - Quite

similar atomic number dependences of the reaction Q-values for

assumed 5* and B- states inferred a resemblance of configurations

in the two members. Lu.t.f?2) have first observed a linear relation

between the mass number of the product nucleus and the (cr,d) Q-value

for formation of Id- .^21-*, lf - ,n'f -* and lo^ ,^2.|^* states. De1v! ,"5/2 r5', t/z , '* .t9/2 J9'

vecchio et uI.23|r.rr. extended this relation for the lf , rr2lr+ statest/z t

to wider range of masses. For the Ij2];m.x conf igurations investi-

gated by them, the -Q-value decreased with mass number and it had an

opposite grad.ient to our result. The decrease of -Q-va1ue with

mass number in the [J2];max configurations has been explained by

Sherr et 
"f9B) 

in t"t*s of the Barsal-French-Zamick weak coupling

model. In our case we assumed the lntrn vlj] configuration for the

final states. Here n denotes the number of protons j-n the rtr/r.

orbit of the residual nucleus. The l-ast nth proton which enters

into the irfz /2 orbit by the (ord) reaction cannot couple to O+ with
t/

one of other protons in the tt, /, orbit but to 2* , 4+ or 6+ . Then

a resultant two particle interaction energy becomes repulsive and

is proportional to (n-f) r so an effective binding energy of the

Lf- r. proton decreases with increasing n. This is a qualitativet/z
explanation of the results. A more strict treatment will be given

in section 7-4) .
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7-3) Angular distribution and cross section

In this section we discuss on the angular distributions

and the total cross sections of the strongly excited two levels

in each (g, d) reaction. Hereafterr w€ define a cross section

integrated over an anguLar range from 14" to 82" by tnultipling

as a "total cross section". The DWBA cross

section appearing below was already multiplied by the (o, d)

normarization factor which has been determined to be 100 from
q'r 5 ?our previous work on "-V(cx, d)-"Cr reaction 24\- ' . So the predicted

the experimental one.cross section can be directly compared with

(i) 5+ states

The angular distibutions of the lower excitation members

assigned to be 5-F are shown in Fig.4-4 togettrer with the

zero-range DWBA predictions. As can be seen in the figure the shapes

of the angular distibutions were all similar to each other.

They were characterized by a forward peaking at l5o, a rather

flat shape in the anglar range from 25o to 50" and a rapid

decrease at angles beyond 60o. The L=4 DWBA predictions

assuming a [rfrTrvVry] p-n pair transfer could reproduce the

experimental angular distributions welI. The L=4 assignment led

to a spin-parity of a final state to be 3*, 4* or 5+. These

leve1s have previously been established or tentatively assigned
+to be 5' by various reactions. Herer w€ will show that these

levels have dominant tnfl/Z uPZ/Zl configurations and will

demonstrate the validity of the DI/iBA calculation for the high

spin states.
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52v

Near the ground state of the 52V ,ro"leus, two cJ.osely

spaced levels have previously been observed by means of (n, Y)

reactions32). They are 3+ at 0.0 MeV, 2+ at 0.018 Mev and

5+ at 0.023 MeV in excitation energies. The 5+ assignment of

the 0.023 MeV state has been done by a conversion coefficient

measurment. The low-lying levels of the 52v ,,r.leus have

also been studied by 51v(d, p)52v reactions3o'31). The ground

and the 0.02 MeV states have been excited with strong [rr=I

transitions by the (d, p) reactions" From the (d, p) results,

main confi-gurations of all these states are considered to be
3

[7「 f7/2   νp3/2]・ The ground. state of the 52v ha" been excited

by 50Ti(3He′  p)52v reaction34)with an orbita■  angular momentum

transfer L=2 and the O.0■ 8 MeV state with an L=2 with a sma■ ■

L=4 admixture at 15 MeV 3He energyo  ln the present (α ′ d)

study.  The O.0■ 7 and the O。 023 MeV states cou■ d not be reso■ ved

from the ground stato because of the poor energy reso■ ution

(FWHM=90 keV).  Though the cross section of the O.023 MeV state

inc■uded a contribution from the ground and the 06018 MeV states′

the■ r contibution was estimated to be smal■  from fol■ ow■ ng two

reasonso  one ■s that the exc■ tation energy of the strong peak

was O。 023± 0。 020 MeV and the other is that the shape of the angular

distr■ bution was practical■ y exp■ a■ned by an L=4 transfer.  If

the y■ e■d of the peak be■ ongs to the ground 3+ and the O。 0■ 8 Mev

2+ states′ the angu■ ar distribution shou■ d have a dominant L=2

shapeo  Actua■ ly the DWBA ca■ culations for the 3+ and the 2+

states assuming a capture of a 17rf7/2'p3/2]p― n pair showed a

pure L=2 shape and yielded on■ y about 30t of the experimenta■

cross section。
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54Mn

The 0.363 Mbv state of the 541,t1 nucleus was the strongest

one populated by the present (cx, d) reaction. This leve] has

been investigated by 53"r(3H", d) reu.ction3s) and has been

excited with an 9.-=3 transfer. Hjothl3) hu= suggested a spin
p

of 5+ to this state from his 565."(d, cr) reaction in which the

state has been excited strongly with an L=4 transfer. On the

contrary a weak transition to the 0.363 MeV state through (3H.,

p) reactions was observed by Lynn et .1.35) u.td Betts et tf17)

with 11 MeV and 15 and l-6.5 MeV bombarding energiesr r€spectively.

This favors the high spin assignment to this state.

rn connection with the (3ge, d) t"=rrlt=35) , we can expect

that a possible wave function of the 0.363 MeV state which was

excited commonly and strongly by both (o, d) stripping and (d,

cx) pick-up reactions should be a trt, ,] ,PZ/ZJ l. The L=4 assignmentt/z

of the (o, d) angular distribution supported 3*, 4+ and 5+

assignments to the 0.363 MeV state. The total cross section

predicted by the DWBA calculation assuming a pure lrfrT2vPg/ZlS+

transfer of a p-n pair anounted to 550 ubr which was very close to

the experimental one of 540 Ub. The 4* assumption to the leve1

yielded only 2L pb in the DWBA calcul-ation which is only \/25

of the experimental total cross section. Then it was quite

unreasonable to adopt the 4* assignment to the 0.363 MeV state.

Though both L=2 and L=4 transfers are permitted in the (cr, d)

reaction to the 3* state with the f.rf ,1, ,Pg/Zl configuration,- l/z

the DWBA anguLar distribution was dominated by the L=2 pattern
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and the contribution from the L=4 component was negligib■ y

sma■ ■.  So the 3+ assignment was a■ so abandoned.

Horie et a■ .54)have predicted a 5+ state with a dominant

configuration of a [Tf号
/2り

P3/21 at O.37 MeV excitation energy in

54Mn which was very c■ ose to the observed one.
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56c。

The 0.576 Mev state of the 56co nucLeus was one of the

strongest seen in the present (clrd) reaction and also in the

(d,o,) reaction by Schneider .t .1.14) However it has weakly been

excited by 54r.(3H",n)t'') ..rd 56F" (3H",t)69) reactions.

Unfortunately the 56co nucleus cannot be reached by one nucleon

stripping or pick-up reactions because of an absence of proper

targets. Therefore, all informations about the 56"o structure

primarily came from the works on two-nucleon transfer or charge

exchange reactions besides B-decay works.

rf the (3He,t) reaction goes primarily with charge exchange

process, states composed with a lntrLrrtttllrn?nl or a tt7)zrPz/z

upZ/Zl configuration should be excited strongly. The former states

cannot directly be excited by (ord) and (3fie,p) reactions, while

the latter cannot be excited by a (drcl) reaction. Both (clrd) and

(3Herp) reactions may have larger cross sections to excite levels
-1 _ -'lof trtr)rvv3/21 r, ttr)rupt/i t and trtr)rt;t 5/21 r conf isurations

compared with a 13Hert) reaction. However' in the two reactions

the (cr,d) reaction populates preferentially high spin states and

?the ('tte,p) reaction 1ow spin states due to a well known angular

momentum matching condition of the reactions. On the other hand,

states with configurations of a t',rt.r)L, ,Pz/zl and a ttlh fit)Iz
?p3/Z"l can be populated strongly by (d,o) reactions. If a con-

siderable amount of configuration mixing o<ists in a tt*i target

nucleus, states with [rf ] ,pt/} and tntr)\vtU/rl configurations

will be excited moderatelY.
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Naturally, unnegligible configuration mixings in

in the target nuclei are realized and it obscures

the t6"o nucleus and

the seLection of

transitions above mentioned in each reacti-on.

The angular distribution to the 0.57 6 MeV state was well fit.ted

by L=4 and J=5 DWBA assumption. The cross section of the state

was the■ 月rgest among ■eve■ s excited with an L=4 and amounted to 210

μbo   ln the (d′ α)reaCtiOns by Schneider et a■ 14)and Laget et a■ .44)

the O.576 MeV state was measured to have a  second strongest cross

section  next to the 7+ state with a [7T f 7ラ
〕

νf7ラl p3/22]configuration.

The (d′ α)CrOSS Section has been 440 11b44).   。n the contrary a (3He′

p)CrOSS Section to this ■eve■  at 3ie energy Of ■8 MeV has been on■ y

26 11b14)  From these cons■ derations  we may conclude  the O.576 MeV

to have a [7T f 7/2 νp3/2・l C°nfiguration coupled the proton and neutron

angular momenta to the httghest mannero   With the assumption of the

[7Tf7ラ
ち 

p゙3/2]C° nfiguration′   the (α ′d) CrOSS Sections of the L=4

transfers predicted by the DWBA amounted to 5 μb′  ■3 11b and 230 μb

for 3+′  4+ and 5+′  reSpectttve■ y.   A remarkab■ e agreement of the DWBA

cross sectlon w■ th the exper■ ment was obta■ ned for the 5+ assignment.

For the  6co nuc■ eus′  Horie and Ogawa 4)have predicted  a 5+

::][]gilal]。 i°:]le] [ia115:imI]Iul[i:[ lalif]ラ :7ri::;21p:`il。
][n]. a.n

The DWBA ca■ cu■ation emp■ oying this wave function reduced the total

cross section by 25 2 due to a cancellation in transition amp■ itudes

of the [7r f7ラ : 
νp3/2]and [7T f 7ラ : 

りf5/2]C°mpOnents.
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As a whole of the above considerations, w€ conclude that the

spin-parity of the level-s at around 0.5 MeV preferentially excited

by the present (o,d) reactions through the L=4 transfer is 5- and

have a dominant lnf , r\vprrr) configuration. rn Table 7-L the ex-
t/ L J/ L 

f

perimental and theoretical total cross sections of these 5' states

are summarized. Fig.7-6 shows the experimental total cross sections

with a closed circle and the predicted ones by the zero-range DWBA

assuming a lnf772vPl7Zl L=4,J=5 transfer with an open circle'

Values indicated with a triangle are the theoretical- cross sections

which include a contribution from the unresolved multiplets. Cross

section errors in the figure arose primarily from an ambiguity of

the target thicknesses besides a usual statistical errors.

A surprisingly good agreement between the experiments and the

DWBA predictions were obtained both in the systematical decreasinqt

trend with increasj-ng the mass number of the target nucleus and

in the absolute cross sections.
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(ii) B- states

,,In the preceding subsection we showed that the angul-ar distri-

butions of the highest spin state with the Jntr rf;vp .,") ,:^* configu-
l/z'J/z J=f,

ration could be fairly well- reproduced by the zero-range DWBA calcu-

lations. The absolute cross sections were also explained by the

assumption of the [nfl /ZrPt/Z) r=A,J=5 transfer.

In this subsection the angular distributions and the cross

sections for the leveIs excited at around 4-5 MeV excitation by the

(cl,d) reactions are discussed.. For the levels spins and parities

have not been assigned so far. E:-g.7-7 shows the cross sections of

the (srd) reactions as a function of a mass number of the residual

nucleus Arur. First of all, we point out that a mass depensence of

the cross section was closely simj-Iar to that of the 1ow-1ying 5+

states shown in Fi-g .7-6 except for the t6u"(o,d)ttao reaction. The

cross sections rapidly decrease wj-th increasing the nass nurnber.

) The mass dependence of the 5* cross sec€ions was essentially caused

from the number of the lfl/2 proton holes in the target nucleus.

From the systematics of the cross sections and of the reaction Q-values

(see Fig.7-5) , the formation of the levels at Ex=4-5 MeV should be

closely connected with the transfer of a proton into the Lfl/2 shell

orbit. In the cross section systematics an appreciable discrepancy

between the 5* and the higher excitation members was found in the
4R 5R 56"F.(cr,d)'oco reaction. For the -"Fe nucleus which is not N=28 but

N=30, the ,nr/, neutron shell orbit is already occupied by two neutrons

and hence the transition strength of a neutron transfer to the rnt/,

shell orbit is one half of the strength for the N=28 target. On the

other hand, since the higher neutron shell orbits (rPr/r,LfS/Z and

1n \ ^re entirely empty for both the N=28 and the N=30 targets,-Y9/2, q!v
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transitions to the (tj) orbits other than the 2PZ/2 should give

same yields for both the 54r. and the 56r'. targets.

The angular distributions of the higher excitation members are

shown in Fig.4-5 for the present four reactions. The experimental

angular distributions showed struct6rless patterns. Hence,

it is not so easy to assign a transferred orbital angular

momentum L to the states definitly. In the figure the zero-range

DWBA calculations assuming an L=7 transfer of a lTtf 7/2rgg/2J pair

and an L=6 transfer of a [q.f_,^vf_,^] pair are presehted by solid
3/ z J/ z

and dashed lines, respectively. For all reactions

better fits were obtained with the results of the L=7 transfer than

with the L=6 transfer. The DWBA predictions of other possible

orbital angular momentum transf ers for the 52C, (^ , a) 54t"1t reaction

are shown in rig.7-B for comparison. The cross sections of the

odd L transfers were calculated assuming a lrfrrrvgg/Zl transfer

of the n-p pair and those of the even L's were obtained assuming a

trF .rilI transfer. The patterns of the experJ-mental angular,,'-5/2""5/2J9&grl9!v!.

distributions slightly varied over the target nuclei from 5Ori to
56r'". However, characteristic shapes of the angualr distributions

were not changed for all reactions. They were characterized by a

flat top in an angular range from 15o to 45" followed by a gentle

decrease of the cross section with angles. The L=7 DWBA predictions

well reproduced the target dependence of the angular distribution

shape. The L=6 DWBA angular distributions fell off steeply from 30o

for all targets. This tendency was not altered by the DWBA calcu-

l-ations with the A2-D2 set. The DWBA curves of the L=4 and L=5

shown in Fig.7-B had some structured patterns and did not reproduce

the experimental shapes. For comparison, experimentally observed
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L=6 angular distributions of the UUao and 5n*., are presented in

Fig.7-g toegther with the DWBA predictions of an L=6 transfer.

These states have been assigned to be 6+ at 2.372 MeV of UU"o and
1?\

at 2.274 MeV of 54*r, by the (o,pn ^y)67 ) and the (d,cr) tt/ reactions,

respectively. Good agreements between the experiments and the DWBA

predictions for the large L transfers is due to a good matching

condition of orbital angular momenta among the incident and the exit

channels and the transferred particles as already discussed in chap-

ter 5.

The 4.32 MeV state of tuu, the 4.715 MeV state of 54*r, and the

4.99 MeV state of UU"o which were all assigned to be B- in the present

work are discussed individually below.
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52v 4.32 MeV

The ■eve■  scheme of 52v has been

51v(d′ p)and 5■ v(n′ γ)reaCtiOnsll′
29)

determined mainly bY means of

Except for several levels,

the (d′ p)reaCtiOn tO thё  ■eve■ s be■ OW 3.6 MeV excitation have

proceeded t,rough λn ■ transfers. Then the 
■eve■ S ■dentiftted have

been cOnsttdered tO have dOminant [π f7/3 'p3/2]and [Tf7/3 つp./2]

cOnfigurations.   Negative parttty states ObServed ttn the (d′
p)

reaCtiOn have been popu■ ated through λn 2 transfer〒
。  NO λn 4

transfers have been observed yet.  ThiS ■S nOt SO Strange′  s■nce

such a ■arge λn tranSfer can hard■
y oCCur in the (d′ p)reaction at

a low incident deuteron energy Of ■O MeV.  The   4.32 MeV state

excited most Strongly in the present (α ′d)reactiOn has not C■ early

50Ti(3He′ p)reactions at ■5.1■ MeV
seen ■n any other reactions.   In

by CaldWel■  et al. 4) and al 
・

7 MeV by Hardie et al. 3) ′ the 4.32

MeV state has on■y weak■ y be9n eXCited or haS not been seen.   In

general a (3He′ p)reaction is known to excite ■ow spin states favor―

ably.  Actua■■y′  the (3Hと ′p)reactiOtt has been used as a tool tO

search Ott and ■
+ States ttn doubly― odd nuclei.  On the cOntrary the

(α ′d)reaction is favorOd tO eXCite high spin states.   Therefore′

we can expect from the character■ stic difference ■n the_ rans■ 主主on

strengthes between the (α ′d)and the (3He′ p)reaとtiOns lhat the

4.32 MeV state have a spin larger than 4■ .

According to an unperturbed shel■  mode■ ca■ Cu■ atiOn′  states

with  configurations  of  a  [7T f 7/〕 νg9/2]and a [π f;/〕 りf5/2]are
expecteo to  ■tte   at around 4 MeV and 5 MeV in exC■ tatiOn energies′

respectively.  In due consideration of a reSttdua■  interaction′
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it is better tO inc■ ude states With a COnfiguration [7T f 7/3 7Tf5/2ν
f5/21

which are expected to  ■ie  at higher than 6 MeV excitatiOn.

The DWBA tOtal cross SectiOns with tranSfers Of  a  [7T f 7/2ν
g9/2]

p―n pair cOup■ ed t0 8~′  7~ and 6~ were 580 11bF l●
2 口b and 200  11b′

respeCtiVe■ y.  In the ca■ cu■atiOns the transiti6ns to the 8…  and the

7~ states proceeded through an L=7 and the 6~ state through mainly

an L=5 transfer o  The tOta■  Cross SectttOns Of bOth L=6 transitiOns

assuming a [7T f 7/2つ f5/2]6+ and a [Tf5/2つ f5/215+ amounted t0 59 11b and

350 μb′  respectiVe■ y ′  in the DWBA eStimatiOn.  These va■
ueS ShOu■ d

tota■ cross Section of 790 ±120 口b。

be compared w■ th the exper■ menta■

with respect tO the angu■ ar distr■butiOn and the tOtal Cross SectiOn′

an agreemさ nt with the experiment waS SuperiOL in the L=7 ′   」=8

transfer of the [7Tf 7/2つ 99/2' p…n pair compared With other

trans■ tiOns.
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54Mn  4.715 MeV

The 4.715 MeV state of the 54Mn nuc■ eus has first been observed

in the 52cr(α ′d)54Mn reaction by tu et a■
22).   .n their deuteron

energy spectrum at 20° ′ the 4.70 MeV state has been excited most

strong■y.   However′  they have not argued on the 4.70 MeV state at

a■ ■′ s■ nce the angu■ ar distr■butions have not been measured in the■ r

work.   On the other hand′  in the (3He′ p)reaction at ■5 MeV 3He

energy by Betts et a■ .・
7)this .eve■  has been excited weak■ y compared

with the neighboring states
?Although the ("He,p) angular distri-

bution to the level has not been analyzed by the DWBA calculation,

its monotonically decreasing shape j-nferred a large orbital angular

momentum transfer in the reaction. other (d,cr)13), (3tl",d) 35) u.r,d
??\(o-n)-'l reaetions have not excited the 4.7I5 MeV state at aII, so\ t' f 'L l

4 -1 .2a possibility of tnfT/;"(e-t)vO=rrJ and ir(!.j)v(.Q,'j') -@rrr)-J con-

figurations for the state could be excluded. Therefore, remaining

candidates to form the 4.7L5 MeV state were possibly ftf rrlvgg/21 e- ,g-
anO a lTf5/2り f5/2]5+・    As can be seen ■n Fig。 4-5′ an L=7 DWBA

prediction reproduced the experimental angular distribution fairly

we1l. White an L=5 DWBA curve which is a main component to excite
5the [rf -,\vqn r.f .- configuration, gave a quite out of phase shapet/z'Y/z o -

against the experiment (see Fig.7-B) The cross section assuming

the ,nrrrrrng/Zln=l,J=B transfer was calculated to be 280 ub and

that of the lnfs/Zut'/rl"=6,J=5 to be 270 ub. These values were

comparable to the experimental cross section of 360150 ub. Although

the two predicted cross sections were too close to determine the best

configuration, the good aglreemenL of the predicted L=7 angular distri-

bution with the experiment supported the tntrrlvSg/Zl e- assignment.
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56co 4.99 MeV

The 4.g9 MeV state of the 56co nucleus has first been seen

in the 54ru(cr,d)56"o reaction by Lu et ^I.22) ,r, the present

(clrd) reaction three strongly populated levels were observed at

an excitation energy higher than 4.9 MeV. They lay at 4.99,

5.34 and 5.50 MeV. The angular distribution of the 4.99 MeV state

showed a structurless pattern, r^zhile those of the 5.34 and 5.50

MeV states showed som.ewhat oscillatorv patterns. So it is hard

to regard the upper two levels as the one of the members of the
26)high spin staLes. In fact in the (3He,p) reaction by Laget et aI.

2
at IB MeV -He energy these tvro levels have been strongly populated

at 5.347 and 5.495 l4eV excitation energlies, while the 4.993 MeV

state has only weakly been seen. Cross section ratios do (a',d) /
?do("He,d) at 0 =35o were 2.4, 0.27 and 0.26 for the 4.99, the 5.34

and the 5.50 MeV states, respectively. From the ratios it its
'7

clear that the 4.gg MeV state remains as a candidate for the trtTrrrv

Sg72lA- state and the 5.34 and the 5.50 MeV states are expected to

have a [npv (p or f) ] configuration coupled to relatively Iow spin.

The experimental total cross section amounted- to 130Ub. The

predicted total cross sections to the 4.99 MeV state were 105ub

and t90ub for the transfers of the lnft/2ung/Zl"=7 
"=B 

and the

tTt+ vf I, -5/2 -S/2,L=6 J=5, respectively. Then the former configuration

is favorable to the state.
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Comparison of the total cross sections deduced from the

experiments and the DI^IBA calculations are summarize.d in Table

7-II. Fig.l-7 also shows the total cross sections predicted

by the DI,{BA calculations assuming a lnf l/2rgg/Zlf=1, J=, and

^ rt'tr rtr f ---. r-E transfers by an open circle and a triangle,d'"t5/2" t5/2 J:=o;rJ:)

respectively. Flere the DI^7BA cross sections were already multiplied

by t.he (cl,d) normarization factor of 100 vrhich has been determined
qt (" ),4\

in our previous experiment of "v (o , d) "clr reaction. - ' ' The

resemblance of the angular distributions among the higher excited

members implied that they should have a comm.on configuration in

the residual nuclei. This assumption was supported by the

systematical mass d.ependence of the reaction Q-values (see

Fig.7-5). In the d.iscussions on the individual l-evles !,ie could

limit a configuration as the conrmon wave function for the higher

excitation members to either a lrrf - r.ttg., r"] o- or a lr" rrilI r
t/z -9/z'B ''-5/2"-572'5"

As seen in Fig.7-7 tne cross section systematics vras rvell

reproduced by the DI^IBA predictions rvith the l"f? t"\9o rrf assumption,- I/z -J/z -

while the [rf S/2rtr/r] assumption failed to explain the experim.ental

tendency.

Now we summarize criteria for id.entification of these states

to have a cor*^- r*cfr \)^ ,^l configuration coupled trnon Lrf i/Zugg/Zl configuration coupled to the B

highest spin.

(i) The cross sections to

reactions while in the

weakly been excited or

(ii) AII these levels vrere

the leveIs were very large in the (clrd)

(-He,p; reactions these states have

noE.

-]-ocated at around Ex=4-5 MeV excitation
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energies and the (α ′d)Q―Values varied ■inearly with the

atOmic number of the residual nuc■ eus.   This re■ ationshttp was

simi■ ar to that seen in the low― ■ying [7r f 7/:ν p3/2]5t StateS・

(Fig. 7-5)

(iii) The angu■ ar distributions of the states showed structur■ ess

patterns and cou■ d be well reproduced by the L=7 DWBA predic―

tions.   The L=7 transfer a■ lows Spins of 6 ′ 7  and 8 .

(Fttg。  4-5)

(iV) The integrated cross sections decreased with ttncreasing the

atom■ c number of the target nuc■ euso   ThiS was a■ so very

simi■ ar to the target dependence of the ■ow― ■ying 5+ crOSS

sections except for the 56Fe(α ′d)58co reacttton.  The system―

atical change in the 5+ cross sections was due to the number

of the lf7/2 protons occupied in the target nucleus. (Figs.

7-6 and 7-7)

(v) Thё  abso■ute (α ′d)CrOSS SectiOns cou■ d be exp■ ained by the

[7Tf 7/2ν g9/2]L=7′
」=8 p―

n pair transfers including the 58c。

irregu■ arityo   Whi■ e the DWBtt Ca・ CulatiOns with the [Tf7/2

°g9/2]L=7′ 」=7 and the [π
f7/2ν g9/2]L=7′ J=6 transfers gave

on■y 1/550 and ■/■ 50 of the experimenta■  cross Sections′

respective■ y.
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7-4) Residual interactiOn energy of the [7T f 7/2ν
g。

/2]8~

In the preceding sectiOns the States preferential■ y exCited by

the (α ′d)reaCtiOns at around Ex 
～4.5 MeV  were assigned tO have the

highest Spin 8~ in the [7T f 7/'つ g9/2]C°nfttguratiOn.   The angu■ ar momenta

max■mum ■n the stretChed manner.Of the proton and neutron COup■ ed to

ln thtts sectiOn we w■■■ further cons■ der the re■ation between the Q―

va■ ue and the atomiC number of the target nuCleus.   Then it fO■ 10WS

to be c■ear that theSe leVe■ s have a common cOnfiguratiOn [7T f 7'2り (λ j)]」・

Fina■ ly We w■ l■ extract a tWO― body res■ dual interaction energy betWeen

the proton and the neutron in the configuration [7TF7/2° g9/218~・

From the exc■ tation energies of the hlgn Spin states together w■ th

sttng■ e partiC■e excitatttOn energies of the neighboring odd― maSS nuclei′

empirical residual interacttton energies v′
pn(j.j2」 )Can be calculated.

The V′
pn(jlj2」

)meanS a tw?― partiC・ e interaCtiOn energy ttn a [(target)

X π(λ lj.)。
(λ 2j2)]」  C°

nfiguration′  which inc■ udes tWO― particle inter―

actions between the target nucleons and the tranSferred j.′
j2 nuc■ eOns

besides the j.― j2 interactiOn.   In terms of binding e,ergies Of the

neighbOring Odd― mass nuC■ ei (c](λ j))ana the v,pn(j.j2」 )′ a maSS Of the

residua■  nuC■ eus of the (α ′d)reactiOn can be written as′

Z=i[::A(」

9)十
 Ex(J)= Z=20+n民 10+)+ mp tt mn + Ci(λ ■

jl)・  Cも (λ 2j2)
N=28

+ v'Pt (j i zJ)
(7… ■)

In the re■ ation【A(」 0)denotes the grOund State mass of the nuC■
eus
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with Z protons and N neutrons, n means a number of protons outside

the nt"" j-nert core and mn and m' are masses ofa proton and a neutron

,respectively. The Ex(J) is an observed excitation energy of a spin

J state in the residual doubly-odd nucleus with a configuration

[(rarger(o+)) x (tr(qrjr)v(Lz)) )J]J rhe ei(l.rjr) and the ei(L'rlr)

are proton and neutron binding energies in an ([fjf) and an (L2i2)

sinste particle states of a 'fr3!f"" ""u a '='lo:;;tA nuclei, respec-

tively. The single particle binding energies ei and

expressed as,

Z=20+n                (Z[::in二
10+)+ mp)Ci(λ■

j■ )=N=28A(jO)十 Ex(jl)-1

and

e' can bev

(7… 2)

Z=20+n― ■               Z=20+n110+)十
 mn) ′  ( 7-3)C6(λ 2j2)=  N=29A(j6)+ Ex(j2)~ ( N=28 2

where Ex (j ) is an energy centroid of the single particle states in

the (,0j) shell orbit. In the eqs. (7-f ) ,0'2) and (7-:) the ei ,

ei and V'pn(j..)ZJ) are thought to be a proton and a neutron single

particle energies and a two-body matrix element between the jl and j2

nucleons, respectively, when the target nucleus can be regarded as a

rigid core. The binding energy e'([j) was estimated from the single

particle states in the neighboring nuclei by using eqs. (7-2) and (7-3)

Then we can extract the V'Pt(j t)ZJ) from eq. (7'L).

The extracted resurts for the nuclei tor", 
"u, 

t*t^, tu"o and
qa""Co are tabulated in Table 7-III. The neighboring single particle
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states used in the calculations are listed in Table 7-IV

In the calculations the states excited at around Ex -4.5 MeV are

assumed to be formed by a tntTlz u9g/z1 r- or a tntr))L to+l * nf s/,
Vf- r.).+ configuration. The excitation energies of the single

>/z f,

particle states of the odd-mass nuclei are taken from the results
_ .3 -.73,74,75,'76,77) - 11 '7)\

of ('Herd)'"" "'- ''-''afid (d,p)tL' ''t reactions. For the ,tt/, proton

shell orbj-t, the binding energies were deduced by summing energy

centroj-ds for the isospin lower and higher states which were weighted

with squares of isospin Clebsh-Gordan coefficients. The weight factor

in the T, state j-s L/ (2TO+I) and that in the T. state is 2TO/ (2T0+1),

where the TO is an isospin quantum number of the target nucleus.

The binding energies are shown in Figs.7-10 and 7-IL for the proton and

the neutron orbits, respectively, ds a function of the proton number

in the Lfn,n she1l orbit of the target nucleus (n-1). As can be
t/ z

seen in the figures, the binding energy is linearly proportional to the

number of the Lft/2 proton in the target. It must be noted that

these binding energies are not identical with the single particle

energies of the shell model but include average energies of the

two-particle interactions between the Itl/2 proton and the active

nucleon outsid.e the target nucleus(transferred nucleon ). Therefore,

if the average interaction energy between the active nucleon and

Lhe Lfr, proton is aLtractive, the binding energlz increases linearly

in going from A=49 to A=55 nucleus, while the binding energy decreases

with increasing the ,tr/, proton number if the average interaction

energy is repulsive. The proton-proton interaction acts between the

two-protons coupled to T=1 only, while the proton-neutron interaction

acts for both T=0 and T=1 pairs. Horie and ogaw"54) have deduced
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the average interaction energy between the ttr/2 protons in T=1 to

be repulsive. In Fig. 7-11 a gradient of the lf5/2 neutron

line is about twice steeper than that of other lines' It can

be explained. by a large overlap of the vuave functions between

the 
'',/, 

proton and the 
''u/, 

neutron. The wave function of the

If -,^ orbit has the quite same radial- dependence as that of the Lf.r, proton
'-5/'2 - - I/z

orbit, if we neglect a small difference caused from a spin-orbit

and a Coulomb forces. Therefore, a value of the radial overlap integral

between the Lft/2 proton and the ttr/, neutron is larger than those

between the Lfl/z proton and the ,PZ/r, 2PL/z or lgg/2 orbit

Fig. 7-L2 shows the residual interaction energy V'Pt(j t)ZJ)
as a function of the number of the Itl/2 proton in the target nucleus'

The values presented by open circles are obtained by assuming the

residual state to have a ttllz r,sgyzlA- configuration and the

values indicated by closed circles are obtained from a trrt-r))L tO+l x

nf S/Zuf S/) S* assumPtion. In both cases the values are not

constant but show linearly increasing trends with the proton

number in the Lfl/2 orbit. As will be shown in the following

discussion, these results lead to exclude a possibility of the
n-l +lrtr]lt to*) x nf s/zrf slzl s* configurations to the Ex -4.5 MeV states.

t/L

An effective two-body matrix element can be deduced from a

calculation based on the shell model, in which .4Bcu nucleus is

assumed as an inert core. In the present calcul-ation ,however, w€

excluded an effect come from a configuration mixing among states

with the same JT. This assumption is not so unreasonable, since

the states treated in this work have the highest spins with a
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stretched coupling of the angular momentum in the 1f-2p shell

nuclei and the excitation energies, so the wave functions are expected

to be pure. Detailes of the calculations are presented in Appen-

dix.
From eqs.(A-3)-(A-B) , the masses of the ground state of the

even-even nucleus with lJ= 28, the proton odd nucleus with N=28,

the neutron odd nucleus with N=29 and the doubly-odd nucleus with

N=29 can be written as follows.

Z=20*n-L_ Aa
A(Oty = *oc. + (n-1)fr,., * (n-r).nGl/z)

N=28 11

+ 1l;ll 1e:n) --pp (n-11 (n;:) Epp ( 7 -4)+ -2-(2l:fl- vb- t 27717-7; z 
'

for the lrl:28 even mass nuclei.

Z=20+n n 6
a(.trJffl/z) = *ocu + nmp + nerG-,/r) - Ex(j1)

N=28 r

* (n-r) (7-n) vlp + 1l;11'. . Epp ( j -s)'-2?a=1J_ u 'r zTrTF) "o '

for proton odd nuclei j-n which the configuration is lr (f 77Zl)t, X

ntau (o+) I .

Z=20*n
A([iji) = n8"u. + nmp + (n-1) .rfft/z) * ent.n.iji) - Ex(ji)

N=28 r

+ I号
そら::♀壬ftt V:p + 1'そ告::書壬子

と E:p

Σ (2」
′+1)Vpp(j.jiJ′ )

even ( 7_5 )
Σ (2」

′
+■ )

」
′=even

十 (n―■)
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for proton odd nuclei in which the configuration j-s tr(t77z,t;t

n (Llii)r,48". (o+) I .

Z=20*n-l- ae,
A(9,2i2) = ooc. * (n-1)mn * *,-, * (n-1) er,frrr) + er(9-rlr)

N=28+j,

- Ex ( j2) . ffi r, (2J'+r) vPn (),32J') 
'

(7 -6)

for neutron odd nuclei.

Finally, for doubly-odd nuclei the equations are written as

Z=20+1.J)= 48ca + nmp tt mn + ncT(f7/2)十
 c。 (λ 2j2)~ Ex(」 )

N=29

十廿亀ル岬|‐
どげ竜il}ル

(7-7)

foi the nuclei With [Tf7/2  °(λ 2j2)X 48ca(0+)]」  COnfigurattton and

Z=20+1(」
)= 48ca + nmp + mn + (1-1)ε 7T(f7/2)+ C7T(λ ijl)十  C。 (λ 2j2)

N=29

―取ぃ デ%卸ρ +  :メ
"が

%Fダ η

, (n:l) (9:nl_ ,rpp - (n-1) (3-n) oPP+ 7pa:1J- v ' -TAq:1; "o

+ (n-1) L (2J'+r;vPP.(Jrji.]'l / x (2J'+1) , (7-7')
J'=even J'=even
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n-'l 49,. +for the nuclei with a lr(f77);**(n([iji)v(LzJ) )" x -"Ca(6')J.r

configuration.

In the above equations the e*([j) and the e.,([j) are proton and
Il 'v

neutron single particle energies in a one-body potential. Other

notations appeared here are explained in the Appendix.

The ei ei and the V'pn(irjr.J) which were deduced empirically
in the present work are easily related to the en(tJ), eu([i) and

the two-body matrix elements seen in the eqs.(7-4)-(7-7').
The relations among these values are deduced as

仰 P〒 仰 P+拳嘲p_中 (7-8)

eitrijf) = en(!"'rti) + (n-1)vpp(j1ji) (!,i)L + ttr/) (z-e')

Cも (λ 2j2)=Co(λ2j2)+(n… 1)プn(j.j2)

v'Pn(j1j2J) = n{ vPt(grjrjz)

+ 
瀞

Pn(j.j2」
)

V′ :n(jij2」 )= Vpn(jij2J)

(7… 9)

章
Vpn(j・ j2」 )}

_ v―pn(g」 j.j2)   (7-10)

vPt(jrj2) -

+ vPn fiLj2)

ェt is apparent from eqs.(7-8)～  (7-9)

are ■inOar■y proportional to the number

the target nucleus (n-1)。     From these

shown in Figs。  7 -■ 0′ 7 -l■   ′ the c7T(λ j)

(tLiL + ttrlr) (7-10!)

that the ci(λ j)and Cも (λ j)

of the lf7/2 protons in

equations and the va■ ues

′ Cり (λ j)′ (E:p_v:p)and
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the VPn $,j2) can be obtained for the single particle levels of the

Lf -,^ and the Lf -,n proton orbits and of the 2P. rr, 2: 1r ^nd
t / z 5/ z - orDl-ts anq or -' 3/'2' ol/z' --5/2

the Is^,^ neutron orbits. These values are listed in lable 7-V
tr/ \-Y/ z

comparing wj-th the values deduced by Horie and Ogawa'-=' In their

calculations effects of configuration mixings are taken into account'

In our derivation of these values , since the experimentally observed

energies were used for the binding energies of the odd-mass nuclei'

some core excitation has already been taken into account' Our

simple treatment to extract the two-body matrix element may still

be accurate even when the target configuration is not so pure'

Eqs.(7-10) and(7-10') are the relations to combine the two-

body matrix elements deduced from empirically and from the shell model.

When the proton transferred by the (u,d) reaction enters j-nto the

Lf-,^ shell orbit, the V'pn is proportional to the number of the
t/z

1f-,^proton in the resid.ual nucleus n, on the other hand when the
t/z-

proton is transferred into the higher shel1 orbit other than the

Ifrrr, the V'pn(Ji:rll is identical with the tr^ro-body matrix element
t/z

of the shelt moder vPt ( )'1J 2J) . Then the V'Pn( j ilZt) must be

c numbers of the target.constant independent■ y of the atom■

Actua■■y′  the V′
pn(f7/2g9/2)iS linearly increased with n.  ThiS

trend Supports that the 4.32 MeV state in  2v′  4.■ 75 MeV state ttn  4Mn

and the 4.99 MeV State in 56co  have a commOn [7Tf 7/2n っζ λj)]」

systematics ■nthe cross Sectionconfiguration as was assigned from

section 7-3).   On the other hand the empirica■  residua■  interactions

V′
pn(f5/2f5/25+)extracted by assuming the [7r f号 ラ〕Tf5/2ν f5/2]C°nfigu―

ration did not stay constant but changed ■arge■y with n。 (see Fig。 7-■ 2)

This resu■ t is ■ncons■stent w■ th the she■ ■ model predictiOn given by

eq。 (7-■ 0.)and exc■ udes the possibility of the [Tf;ラ
:T「

f5/2ν f5/2]
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configuration for the higher excitation members completely. Then

it can be concluded that the linearly decreasing trend of the reac-

tion e-values shown in Fig.7-5 is essentially due to the proton trans-

fer into the ,tr/, orbit for both the lower 5+ and higher B- states.

The residual interaction energy Vpt ffl7Zg972 B- ) and the average

interaction energy V(f , t.g n rr) are deduced to be -0 .7 6+0. 09 and 0. 73+t/z-v/z -

0.08 MeV, respectively. To compare the extracted residual interaction

energies with theoretical calcul-ations a simple 6-force between proton

and a neutron is introduced. It contains a usual spin-exchange term

and is written t"7B)

Vpn∝  δ(lp~in)[(|一α)+ αP(3p3n)]′

where α ■s a strength factor of the spin― exchange term and P is a spi早 …

exchange operator. The calcu■ ated residual interaction energies Vpn(

f7/2g9/2」 )Were-2.♀ 2′ ―■.04′ -0.44`-0。 76′ -0.22′ -0.80′ -0。 ■■ and― ■.42 MeV

for 」=■  ′2 ′3 ′
・・・

′ and 8 ′ respective■ y′  and the average interaction

energy was -0。 69 MeV.   The experimental residua■  interaction of the

」=8 state was considerably sma■ ■ compared with the ca■ cu■ated va■ ue.

Kuo and BrOwn79)have ca■ cu■ated proton― neutron interactioA energttes

by using the Hamada― 」ohnston potential for the mass region A～ 40.  In

table 7-V the average interaction ▼pn(j.j2)land the rePidual interaction

energies of the stretched configurations Vpn(jlj2」 max)are listed for
the interactions between the lf7/2 proton and the 2p3/2′ 2p./2′

・
f5/2′

2s./2′ ld5/2 a,d ■d3/2 neutron states.   The Vpn(j.j;」mal)are _0.65～
-1。 04 for negative parity states.  The somewhat sma■ ■ experimenta■

va■ue of =0.76 may be due to unaccurate lg9/2 Sing■ e nFutr° n excitation

energies in the N=29 odd mass nuc■ ei′ where the spectroscopic factors

of the ■g。
/2 States have been found on■

y 50～ 70 2 of the tota■ strength

(See Tab■ e 7-工 V).  Further (d′ p)reactiOns may change the experimenta■

va■ ue s■ ightly.

(7-■ ■)
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$ B. Summary and conclusj-ons

The oresent work showed that the direct (cr,d) reaction

has a number of useful features to investigate a nuc.]ear structure

of doubly-odd nuclei- Particu1arIy, the reaction is adequate to

study high spin states. The (o,d) reaction on the lf-2p shell

nuclei at 23.g MeV incident energy is favor to transfer an orbital

angular momentum 4'7n, which is carried by the transferred p-n pair'

At the same time, however, this large angular momentum mismatch

between the entrance and the exit channels brought a disadvantage

in the DWBA analysis.for small orbital angular momentum transfer (L)

reactj-ons. The angular distributions of small L transfers (L= 0

and 2 ) were poorly fitted by the zero-range DWBA calculations

if the conventional optical pot.ential parameters which reproduce the

elastic scattering angular distributions v'/ere employed. On the

other hand, the experimental angular distributions of large L transfers

could be well f itted by the conventional DWBA calculati.ons '

Only a few partial waves of both the entrance and exit channels,

which are d.efined near the nuclear surface, contribute to the overlap

integrals in the DWBA calculations for the large L transfers, while

for the small L transfers almost all partial waves contribute to the

overlap integrals with nearly the same weight. The large contribution

from the lower partial waves which are not well defined by the elastic

scattering angular distribution fitting procedure (optical potential

parameters search) causes the poor DI^IBA f it f or the small L transf ers.

The experitnental (clrd) normarization constant determined pre-

viously in the

valid for the

5■
v(α ′d)53cr ana■ ystts by Kawa et a174′

60)was stil.

qn q2
analyses of the present (ord) reactions on ""Ti , --Ct,
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q4 56 +-=Fe and ""Fe target nuclei, especially for the low-Iying 5 states

the DWBA predictions with the I tr/, pl/Zl"=4,J=stransfer gave N=111,

100, 92 and 1I3 for the four reactions. They are much close to the

normal value NO=100.

In the (o,d) reactions at 23.9 MeV alpha particle energy, cross

sections via two-step processes of successive nucleon transfer (ct-t-d)
?

and (cr-'He-d) channels were factors of B-I0 weaker than the direct

one-step process even when the (o,-t-d) and the (o-31t.-d) channels

worked cohelently. Constructive and destructive interferences between

the one- and two-step amplitudes modified the predicted cross sections

by factors of 0.7-1.3 but the shapes of the angular distributions were

not affected.

Al1 the (o,d) reactions on N=28 single closed nuclei
c.n q,) qA qe

(tufi, t"C, and "*F.) and a neighboring N=30 nucleus (-"Fe) at 23.9

MeV incident energy , tl.ro levels v/ere found to be strongly populated

(see Fig. 4-3 ). They were classified into two group

in accordance with the excitation energies and the shapes of the

angular d.istributions. The lower excitation members were aI1
\2

located at around 0.5 MeV excitation. They were 0.02 I'leV in'-V,

0.363 MeV in 54tr, , 0.576 MeV in 5u"o and 0.020 MeV in 58"o. The

higher excitation members were distributed at around 4-5 MeV in

excitation energies and they were located at 4.32 MeV in "r, 4.72
q4 56 tro

Mev in'oMn , 4.99 MeV in "co and 3.75 MeV in ""co. For the

lower excitation members the spin and. parity have been determined or

tentatively assigned previously but for the higher excitation members

no spin and parity assignments have been done so far. We analyzed

the angular distributions of these levels individually by means of

the DWBA analysis Sorne systematical trends

observed in reaction Q-values and in the total cross sections were
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analyzed. precisely in terms of an interaction model method based on a

shell model calculation and the DWBA calculation.

From these analyses the following could be concluded:

(i) The angular distributions of the lower excitation members have

very similar patterns with each other, and were well reproduced

by the DtrdBA predictions of an L=4 transfer'

(ii) The total cross sections of the lower excitation members decrease

rapid.ly r,.rith increasing the number of protons in the ttr/, shell

orbit in the target nuclei- This systematical trend was

fa■ r■y wel■ expla■ ned by the zero… range DWBA CalCulations wlen

[7T f 7/号  
り(λ j)]COnfigurations were adopted as final state wave

functions.   The predicted absolute cross sections agreed w■ th

the experimental ones on■ y if we assume  the [■ f7/B りp3/2]5+

configurations.   Then spin and Parity of the lower excitation

mempers were confirmed to be 5+vttth a domiPant [Tf7/2 νp3/2]

configuration。

(1主主)The angu■ ar distributions of the higher excitation members have

a■ so very s■ m■ ■ar patterns w■th each Other.  They were reproduced

by the DWBA predicti9ns with an L=7 transfer.

(iv) A quite sttmi■ ar systematica■  trend as ObServed in the ■OWer

excitationi5+ membと rs (see (ii))was a■ so seen in the higher

excitation members  except for the 3.75 MeV in 58co data.

This was a■ so exp■ ained by the [7T f 7/2 ν(λ j)]tranSfer.   A

irrs界■arity Seen in the cross sections of 58co could be inter―

preted as fo■■owso  Since the 2P3/2 neutron s,el■ iS One half

c■osed whi■ e other higher neutron oroits are fully open ■ike as

the N=28 nuc■ ei for the 56Fe nuc■ eus′  the cross section of the

neutron transfer into the 2p3/2 She■ l sh7s the irregu■ar value:
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The absolute cross sections were reproduced by assum■ ng a

17rf7/2り g9/2]L=7′
」=8 p―

n pair transfer′  though the predicted

ones were sma■ ■er than the experiments by about 20 t system一

atically in all reactions. We assigned these levels to be

B- with [-" n \r- r configurations."-7/2 "Y9/2'
(v) The preferential excitations of the high spin states in the

(cr,d) reaction could be explained by following reasons.

A large angular momentum difference between the entrance and

the exit channels has to be carried by the transferred two

nucleons. In the present case it was about 4-7 h varying

with an excitation energy. Cross sections of large angular

momentum transfers do not decrease so rapidly with an exci-

tation energy as those of sma1l angular momentum transfers.

A usual statistical (2J+I) factor in stripping reactions

enhances a transition strength to high spin states. The

most significant factor is the geometrical factor for the

(cl,d) reaction (transformation coefficient from j-j to L-S

coupling scheme ). A transition amplitude became maximum

when intrinsic spins of the transferred nucleons were parallel

vrith each other and their total angular rnornenta (j and j )pn
coupled in a stretched manner to make a resultant spin to be

maximum. This situation is realized in [rf -,.,vF 
'l- 7/2 ":3/2'J=5'

( r€ 1!^ 'l I'rf rrf 1 :nd f rn 1rn I 1-ranqf arq
'"'7/2"og/2' J=B7 rrrr 5/2"' 5/2r J=5, o'^* t"v3/2'n3/2'J=3 u!qrro!s!e'

T(vi) In both the transitions to the 5 and the B states it was

found that the -Q-value linearly increased with increasing the

atomic number of the tarqet nucl-ei. This linear tendency

was also explained by assuming the final state wave function
nto be tntt/z v (!. j) I.
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(Vii) The residua■  interaction energy between proton and neutron

in the cOnfiguratiOn [Tf7/2つ g9/2]」
=8 Was deduced tO be -0。

76

:    MeV.   The average interactiOn energy in this COnfiguration

was a■ SO extracted and waS -0.73 MeV.   The magnitude of the

res■dua■  interactiOn was cOns■ derab■y sma■ l cOmpared w■ th the

da■cu■ated va■ ue -1.42 MeV′  whi■e the average energy was very

c■ose tO the ca■ cu■ated va■ue -0.69 MeV.   The ■arge dttscre―

pancy in the resttdual interactiOn may be due to an unrealistic

form of the δ―force interaction used in the ca■ cu■ation and

somewhat unaCCurate sing■ e partic■ e energttes of the ■g9/2

neutron she■ ■ orbttt fOr whom the spectroscOpttc factors found

so far were 50～ 70 t of the tota■  Strength in the Odd― masS

nucle■ .
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Appendix

ml- ^I IIg

identical

Two-particle interaction energy of

two-body interaction energy in the jt

particles can be exPressed oY")

the shell model

configuration with

―

―

・
■

ＪαＶ
ｎ

く

:xihljnγ
α:」 >

:」 > + n―
v EOδ

αα
,

〔<jv+2vα」
IliVihliV+2vα

:J>

V
_ <jV、ァα」

lllihljVVα
'J> … EOδαα: 〕    ′

where EO meanS the av9rage ・ nteraction energy of the

and is wr■ tten ■n terms of the matr■ x e■ement in the

くj2」 lv.21j2J>=vJ aS

= <jV↓α」
lIIihljVVα

２

　

　

２

．

１

　

　

．

ョ

(A-1)

configuration

configuratiOn

2tr - ----r .- I (2J+1)V--0 2i+ I J=".rL, J

The v and o represent a senioritY

j" configuration. Equation (A-1

cases of v=0 and v=1. For the

l^ 4\\A-z)

and other quantum numbers in the

) can be written exPlicitlY in the

J=0 state with v=0 eq. (A-1) is

<jnv=0

And for the

v=0 」=0> =
n(n-2)
2(2j― ■)

EOI (A-3)

(n… .)2
2(2j― ■)

EO 。(A-4)

ｈ

ｎ

ア
一
＜

―
―

・■

０
〓Ｊ Vihl On

]
n(2j+■―n)
2(2j… ■)

VO+

」=] State ☆ith v=■ ′

くjnv=l 」=jllhVihljnv=■  J=j> = ニユラキち:こ手テ
ユニ VO+

t{ext, the interaction

spin J can be written

energy in the configuration

^^77)AJ

n
I J^ cOupIeO

_t- z
to

(n―v)(2j+1-n―V)
2(2j― ■-2v)
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くjl(α
.」 .)j2J!:.Vi′ ntt■

ljl(α
ttJ土

)j2J>                      (A-5)

= l.l」

11lα・

Jゴljl~1(&llJ..)j.J.][jl~・ (α .lJl.)j.J土 |}jlα iJ土
]

where t. . . .{l . ..1 denotes the coefficient of fractional parentage

and {...} denotes the 6-j symbol. In the equation we assumed that

the jn particles are coupl-ed to have the mj-nimum seniority. This

assumpti-on is quite true for the 56"o nucleus because there is only

one proton holes in the ttr/, orbit. For other nuclei this assumption

means that excited. states are formed by a coupling of single particle

with the target nucleus. For an n=odd nucleus the equation (A-5)

is written as

n

<jl(V=・ ′」.=j■ )j2Jl三
.Vi′

n+.ljl(V=・ ′J.・ jl)j2J>
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For an even n nucleus the (A-5) is

n
くjl(V=0′ 」.=0)j2J!l.Vi′ n+.ljl(V=0′ J.=♀ )j2J>

l,(2」
:+■ )V(j.j2J:)= n▼ (j.j2)°  (A-7)

(2j.+■ )(2j2+・ )」 '
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For a special case of r=I, the equation (A-6) represent a two-particle

interaction energy V(j1j2J) .

For a nucleus with n protons in the ttr/, orbit and a neutron

in the (L..lZ) orbit outside the ntar inert corerthe resultant two-

particle residual interactions are expressed as

<n(e.-'i-)nv (e.ri))J 1i vPP * I vP" ..'-'n - 'r '^'- ll ( &lJ 1/ ,ii., *ilrvi 
, n+l I n (.C1i 

1) 
"v (l, rl ,) J> ' (A-B )

l_ >n

where vPP is a proton-proton interaction and vPn is a proton-neutron

interaction.
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Figure

Fig。 3-1

Fig.3-2

Fig。 3-3

Fig.4-1

Fig.4-2-d

Fig。 4-3

captions

Layout of the beam transPort line.

Typical part.i-cIe identification spectrum of the ""t +

23.g MeV alpha particles.

Block diagram of the electronic circuit.
,m the tnr" (o, d) 56"o

reaction at 01u.b.= 50 degrees. The numbers indicated

above the peaks refer the peak numbers in table 4-I-

The contaminants in the spectrum are shown hatched and

are label1ed by residual nucleus.

Experimental deuteron angular distributions and DWBA

predictions for an L=0 transfer of the 54r"(cr,d)u6"o

reaction. Solid lines: EWBA predictions by using the

optical potential set Al-Dl. Dashed lines: DWBA pre-

dictions by using the optical potential set A2-D2.

Fig.4-2-a

Fig.4-2-b Angular distributions for an L=2 transfer. See caption

Fig。 4-2-c

of Fig.4-2-a for details.

Angular distributions for L:4, 6 and 7 transfers. See

caption of Fig.4-2-a for details.

Ancrular distributions for an uncertain L transfer.

Deuteron energy spectra of the 5ori (clrd) t'r, 5'"r(a,d) 54tn

54r" (o,d.) 56"o and 56r" (o,d) 5B"o reactions at Eo=23.9 MeV.

The prominent peaks marked by single- and double-asterisks

are identified to be high spin states with configurations
-n-n1-,of lrf , r)vpZ/] S+ and tnf 

7 /;ug9/zl g- , respectively.

The cross hatched peaks in the spectra are due to the
L2c (o, d) 14ll (gnd. state) reaction.
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Fig.4-4

Fig.4-5

Fig.4-6

Fig.4-7

Fig.5-1

Experimental angular distributions and DWBA predictions

for the lower excitation members excited strongly by the

(a,d) reactions. The solid lines are the DWBA curves

obtained by assuming a [rfl/ZrpZ/Zll=q,J=5 transfer with

the A1-Dl potential set. Error bars are due to statistical
and background subtraction errors.

error is less than ■52.

An absolute scale

Experimental and DWBA angular distributions for the higher

excitation members excited strongly by the (cl,d) reactions

at Ex= 4-5 MeV. The solid and dashed lines are the DWBA

curves obtained by assuming ^ r*c 1 rnA a
' 

o t"'7/2"og/2tL=7rJ=B qrrLr

Inf- ,.vf. ,.7. _. ?_E transfers, respectively. Error bars
5/Z 3/Z L=brJ=5

are mainly due to background subtraction errors.
Elastic scattering angular d^istributions of the 5'"t(q,o)

qL
and -'Fe(o,cx.) at Eo=2f .9 MeV. The solid and dashed lines
are the optical-model fits using the parameter sets A1

and A.2 of table 5-I1, respectively.

Elastic scattering angular distribution of the t'"t(d,d)

reaction dt Er= 11.3 MeV. The solid l-ine is the optical
C"

model fit using the D1 parameters of table 5-II.
Reflection coefficients for the elastic alpha and deuteron

scattering. For the 23.9 MeV alpha particles the Ingr

are shown by a solid line. For the deuterons, the Innl

are shown for the excitation energries corresponding to

Ex=0.0 and 5.0 MeV in the u'u"(o,d)u6"o reaction by dotted

and dashed lines, respectively. The lower part of the

figure shows radial overlap integral= FSLJ(l,o!,d) for L=0

and L=6 transfers by dashed and solid lines respectively.
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Th" FSL,:(!,o[d) shown are restricted to the ones for L=

9, - L,, for simplicity.CI, O-

Fig.5-2 Schematical reaction processes to excite a t6"o l-evel-

of ,ln by the 54r" * z3.g MeV alpha particles. Di-rect,

two-step and compound processes are shown by solid, double

and dashed 1ines, respectively. The two-step processes

here considered are sequential nucleon transfer processes

via (o-t-d) and (o-3H"-d) channels.

Fig.5-3 Experi-mentar angular distributions of the 51v(o,d)53ct

reaction at Eo=22 Mev by Kawa et .r?a) The angular

distributions measured. from 15o to l-30o show assymmetric

patterns with respect to the 90o center of mass system.

This suggests that contributions from the compound process

to the (cx.,d) cross sections are small.
Fig.5-4 ExperimentaL and calculated angular distributj-ons of the

54r"(o,d)56"o reaction. Solid lines labeled blz ,D, are the

one-step DI'JBA predictions. Two-step cross sections via
(cl-t-d) and (o-3u.-d) channels are shown by sol-id and dash-

dotted lines, respectively. Cross sections of constructive
and destructive interferences between these two-step channels

are shown by dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
Cohelent sums of the one- and two-step ampli-tudes are shown

by dashed lines labeled by 'D+T' and dotted lines labeled

by 'D-T' for the constructive and destructive interferences,
respectively

Fig.7-1 Matched angular momentum defined by Lm= kiRi-- kt*t is

shown as a function of an excitation energy of the residual

nucleus of the (cl,d) reactions at E^=24 MeV.
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Fig。 7-2

Fig.7-3

Fig.7… 4

Fig。 7¨ 5

Q-value dependences of the (o,d) form factors for L=4

and L=6 transfers of the lntl/ZutS/Zl n-p pair. For

transitions to Ex=4.5 MeV the form factor extend to outer
region compared with those of Ex=O.5 MeV. This causes

a large overlap integral at the higher excitation energy.

Q-value dependences of the DWBA cross sections of the
54u.(ord)tu"o reaction for L=0, 2,4 and 6 transfers.
The optical potential parameters used are the AI-DI set.
The cross sectj-ons are obtained by integrating over an

angular range from 14o to 1050. They are conventionally
normarized to 1 at Q--9.5 MeV.

Calculated energy spectra of the (cx,,d) reactions on N=28

target nuclei at Eo=23.9 MeV. In the calculations the

excitation energies of the levels formed by tir (.0njn)v (u*jrr)

transfers are determined from the proton and neutron

single particle excitation enerqies of the neighboring

odd'mass nuclei. In all the spectra 5+ states populated

by the lnf,r"vp"r"f,_n transfer and B- states by thet/4 - 5/Z Jr=4

lnfl/Zug9/Z)t=t transfer have large cross sections.
Reaction Q-values of the 5* and B- states as a function
of the atomic number of the residual nuclei are shown by

open and closed circles, respectively. The negative

Q-values increase linearly with increasing the atomic

number of the residual nuclei for both transrtions.
qn

The ""Sc data in the higher excitation members is taken
LQ qn ra\from the ="Ca(ard) -'Sc reactj-on by Moazed et a1.to/ in

which the 4.42 MeV state has been strongly excited.
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Fig。 7-6     Cross sections of the ■ower excitation members (5+)aS a

function of the mass number of the res■ dua■ nuc■ e■ .

DWBA cross sectttons obtained by the [Tr f 7/2つ p3/2]L=4′
」=5

transfer are ■ndicated by open c■ rc■ es.   The cross

sections are obta■ ned by integrating the differentia■

cross sections over an angu■ ar range from ■4。  to 82。

( σT=2T ノl::(dσ /dω )cMSin(ocM)dOcM ).   The Va■ ues

■ndicated by tr■ ang■ es ■nc■ude cross sections of unreso■ ved

mu■ tip■ ets for 52v and 58c。  (see text).

Fig。 7-7     Cross sections of the httgher excitation members (8 )as a

function of the mass number of the res■ dual nuc■ e■ 。

DWBA cross sections obtained by the [7T f 7/2ν g9/2]L=7′
」=8

and [7r f 5/2ν f5/2]L二
6′ 」=5 transfers are shown by open

c■ rc■es and tr■ angles′  respective■ y.   The exper■ ments

are wel■ reproduced by the [7T f 7/2り g9/2]tranSfers.

Sёe caption of Fig。 7-7 for the cross section definition.

Fig.7-8     The angular distributions of the DWBA predictions for

■arge orbita■ angular momentum transfers.   The 52cr(α ′d)

54Mn reaction to Q=―
■5.3 MeV state ■s assumed.  For odd

L transfers the [Tf7/2ν g9/2]L pair is assumed and the

[Tf5/2つ f5/2]L f° r eVen L transfers.

Fig.7-9     Comparison of the DWBA ca■ cu■ ations of L=6 transfers

with the experimental angu■ ar distributions of known 6+

states in 54Mn at 2.27 MeV and in 56co at 2。 37 MeV exci―

tation energies.   The DWBA calculations are made using

the optica■  potentia■  set A■ ―Dl in tab■ e 5-工 I.
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Fiq.7-10 einding energies of a. proton in the N=28 proton odd nucleus

as a function of the number of the protons in the rtr/,

shell orbit in the N=28 even mass nucleus. The linearlv

d.ecreasing trend of the binding energy (e| (l.j)) with

increasing the number of the ,tr/, protons means thrat sr:rn of

the residual two-particle interaction energies is repulsive

(see equations (7-B)and (7-8')). In Tab1e 7-IV spectro-

scopic informations of the ([^j*) single particle statesv .[1

are summarized.

Fig.7-LL Binding energies of a neutron in the N=29 neutron odd

nucleus as a function of the number of the protons in the

Ifl/Z shel1 orbit. The linearly increasing trends of

the binding energy (aj (.tJ)) with increasing the number of

the ,t-r/, protons means that sum of the residual two-

particle interaction energies is attractive (see equations

(7-9) ) . In Table 7-IV spectroscopic informations of the

(lnjn) single particle states are summarized.

Fig.7-I2 Empirical residual interaction energies (v'Pn).'of the

hiqher excitation members as a function of the number of

protons in the ,tr/, shell orbit (n-1) in the target

nucleus of the (cx.rd) reaction. The values indicated by

open circles and closed circles are deduced by assuming

that these levels have a conmon configuration of lnf-\' 7/2
V9\ ,^l ^- and tntlllnr- .^vf - ,^l -* ' respectively.'9/2'B ''"7/2"-5/2""5/2"5 ' L
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Fig. 4-2-a. 
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Fig. 4-2-b. 
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Fig. 4-2-c. 
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Fig. 4-2-d. 
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Fig. 4-6. 
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Fig. 4-7. 
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Fig. 5-1. 
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Fig.5-2. 
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Fig. 5-3. 
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Fig. 7-3. 
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Fig. 7-4. 
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Fig. 7-5. 
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Fig. 7-6. 
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Fig. 7 -- 7 . 
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Fig. 7-8. 
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Fig. 7-9. 
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Fig. 7-10. 
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Fig. 7-11. 
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Fig. 7-12. 
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Tab■e 3-■ . Isotopic abundance and thickness of the targets.

Nucleid Thickness
fug/"^2)

Enr■chment

(2)

50Ti

52cr

54Fe

56Fe

86。 8

5■ .5

80.9

65.3

69.7

99.87

92.3

99.93

self-support

self-support

carbon backing

carbon backing



summary of the present 54u"(ora)uu"o reaction

(d, o) and ( 
3ge,p) works

and compar■ sOn with previous
Tab■e 4-工 .

NO.  EX。
(MeV)

Present a)

L  σ(α ′d)

(α ′d)  (llb)

previous works b)
(assumed Ex. L
conf ig) (MeV) (d 

' 
ct) 濯′」ぶp∝鋼バ→

d)
TheorY

Ex. J'r conf iguration
(Mev) lpr/r, lpr/r, ltr/r,

1.  0.000

2.  0.■57

3.  0.576

4.  0.830

5。   1.00

6.

7.

8。   ■.7■ 8

30+ 7

60+ 8

238+20

2+4 182+■ 6

_    ～ o

0   329+27

o.ooO (4)

0。 157  2

0.576  4

0.830 (4)

0.970  2

■。oo9  4

1.l14(2+4)

■.450 -一一

■.720  0

2

2

6

6

4+

3+

(5+)

4+

(3+)

1+′ 2+′ 3+

7+

■
+′

2+′ 3+

6+

+0.325

-0.268

-0.567

―o.295

-0.218

+0.227

-0.377

+0.734

+0。 987

+0。 926

+0.905

9.  1.92

■o。   2.06

■■.  2.29

2  318+25

2   33+ 7

2   2■■+20

6   57+ 9

220 rt 
/zP z/z

74 tt/zPt/z
9s rt /zPt/z

13oo rl/zts/z
190 Pz/zPz/z

410 f 
t /zpt/z

+3.495 1'

.L

1. 905 3' 0.175

1.000

+0.917 +0.358
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３
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＋
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■

２
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５
＋

３
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０
＋

■
＋

0.00

0.216

0.408

0.840

0.984

■.264

1。 139

,4+

3+

5+

4+

0。 921

0。 936

0.926

0.574

o.■ 58

0。 377

….304

1.930

2.060

2.283

2.293

2.372

0

0+2

2

２

　

　

２

■2.  2.37 ■20 f7/2f5/2 6+
+

2.324 6' ■。000



Table 4-I. (continued) d)
Present Previous works Theory

No. Ex. t o(e,d1) N (assuned Ex. *' . ""' 
J?r Jr E,<. Jr , configuration

(uev) (o,d) (pb) config) (uev) (d,q) ("He,p) (proposed) (best) (Mev) lvryr' leryr' lt5y2'

++++13. 2.47 (4) 52+ a LO2 f .l7Zpt1Z 2.46914,31 4 3 ,4 ,5 2.636 4 -.115 +0.757 +0.643

14. 2.73 O 52! 8 2.730 O 1+ r+

'rnt a

16. 3.0? o uzgro 3.074 z 2 r* 1+

L1 . 3.r8 <3 3.178 (2) 2 t+,2+,3+

3. 638 8+

4.180 9*

■8.  4.99    7    ■48± 35‐ ■20 f7/2g9/2  4.99■  
―

   
一

     -      8

19.  5.08  - 5.081

5.27 5 
- 

10-

5.337 
- 

strong20.  5.3■    
―

2■ .  5.47   _

105 0

a) Integrated from 14o to 105o o(cr,d)=2n I (do/d'u) ---sin(0^--) de
l-4 " CM CM CM.

b) Schneider et aI. ref.14)

c) Laget et al. ref. 26)

d) Horie and Ogawa ref.54)



Tab■e 5-工

Orbits of
transferred
two-nucl-eon

(t.^j^)'(r-j-)
y IJ rr rr

Transferred
angular
momentum

LJ

Transformation
coefficient
from j-j to L-S
coupling scheme

Spectroscopic
factor for the
(cx, d) reaction

-
S (fm" )

spectroscopic factors and transformation coeffic■ ents

from j― j to L―S coupling scheme of the 54Fe(α ′d)56c。

reaction with the [7T(λ
pjp)り

(λ
n,n)]L′ 」 transfer.

fn-7 /2 *3/2

t1 /) Yl /'>
, / - L/ a

L- r^ L - ts
t / z )/ z

Fa-7 /2 " 9/2

2

2

4

4

4

2

4

4

0

2

2

2

4

4

4

6

6

■

■

3

3

3

-0.6172

0.6389

…0.■ 429

-0.2182

1.0000

0。 7377

0.■ 237

0.6455

0.5714

0。 39■ 2

0。 707■

0.4830

0.3799

0.707■

0.3655

0.2456

0.707■

0.5271

0.5118

-0.3564

0.1992

0。 7■ 82

0.■ 156

0.■ 239

o.0094

0.0220

0.4625

0.■ 652

0。 0071

0.■ 49■

0。 ■930

0。 03■ 0

0.■ 0■ 2

0。 0473

0。 0373

0.■ 294

0。 0345

0.0629

0.5210

0.0622

0。 0586

0。 0■ 69

0。 0053

0。 0687



Table 5-I. continued

orbits of
transferred
two― nuc■ eon

(λ pjp)(λ njn)

Transferred
angular
momentum

LJ

Transformation
coefficient
from j-j to L-S
coupling scheme

Spectroscopic
factor for the
(o,, d) reaction

a
q tf fmJ\v \!r(r I

fd

:7 /2 Y 9/2

Pz/z Pt/z

fr-5/2 -s/2

5

5

5

7

7

7

0

2

2

0

2

2

4

4

6

4

5

6

6

7

8

■

■

3

■

1

3

3

5

5

-0.2254

0.■ 054

0.8648

…0.0915

-0。 0476

1.0000

0.6086

-0.2722

■.0000

-0.3■ 94

0.6999

-0.2291

0.8009

-0。 0963

0.9318

0。 0■ 07

0.0023

0.■ 576

0.0081

0.0022

0.9647

■.3204

0。 1650

2.2269

0.2402

0.3966

0。 0535

0.6544

0.0096

3.6■ 84



Table 5.-II. Optical potential parameters used in the present DI'IBA calculations.

Channel V(MeV) W(MeV) WD(MeV)a(fm) a.(fm) r6ゴ f“ ) r.(fm) rc(fm) refё rence

alpha

. 3--t, He

bound

d

A■  169.8

A2  ■82。 0

Dl  ■ll.3

D2  88.5

T  ■70。 0

state

Fl adjusted

F2 adjusted

adjusted

adjusted

25.■

■4.5

■6.5

18。 04

■6.5

0.494

0。 724

0.886

0.629

0.752

0.55

0.55

0.65

0.65

0。 494

0.564

0.736

0.860

0。 8■ 7

■.445

■。200

1。 038

1.200

1。 ■60

■.27

■.35

1.25

■.25

■.445

■.67

■.307

■.l■ 0

■.498

■.30

■。30

1.038

■.105

■.30

1.30

■.30

1.30

57)

■4)

59)

■4)

65)

ｐ

　

　

ｎ

D:m′ → =

D:に ′

“

=

D:(3He′ の

D:(α ′
3He)= 24。 O X ■04 MeV2fm3

5。 06 X ■04 MeV2fm3

= 4.42 X ■04 MeV2fm3

55)

66)

66)

Optical potentia■  has a form of

V lrl=‐に`コ・ _ョw_4WD》H♂ コ`・ +ヽけ∂′磁慟x= (r-roAr/3) /u and xt= (r-rrAr/3) /ut.



Table 7-T. Summary of the low-Iying high spin states

Excitation energies and total cross sections are presented.

Theoretical cross sections were obtained by assumingi the final

states have pure configurati-ons of Lrf ,i' upl/')l S*.

Nucreus Ex. (MeV) o"*l) tur) oor"i)o) (uu) roftll'") (uu) (n-t)

52v    O.020 + 0。 020   1500 ± 200    ■060       ■350

54Mn   O.363 
± 0。 010    540 ±  70     540

56c。   0.576 + 0.010    210 ±  30     230

58c。
   0。 020 + 0。 020    ■35 ±  20     ■00        ■20

a) TOta■  crOss section here defined is

82°

σ = 27T ∫
11ldσ

/dω )cMSin(OcM)decM  .

b) Normarttzation factor of the (α ′d)reaction N=■ 00 土s a■ ready

mu■ tip■ ied.

C) CrOSS Sections of the unresOlved mu■ tip■ ets were estimated

by assuming that they have pure [7T f 7/〕 νp3/】
 ]」 COnfigurations.

For 52v ′ 」
T= 2+ and 3+ and for 58co F J7T= 2+ and 4+.



Table 7-II. Experimental results for the higher excited high spin

states. Excitation energies and total cross sections are presented-

DWBA cross sections were obtained by assuming that the finaf states

have pure tnf - .l vo^ .^'l ^- or trt.r\.rL (o+1rrt .-vf - '^l -+ configuration.7/2 "eg/2'B L- - t/'z "-5/2"-5/2'5

states with these configuratj-ons are expected to lie at 4 MeV

or moie high excitation energies.

Nucleus Ex. (MeV) σ:|:lmmぶ葬翡伸りぃ→a)

σ
exp.(ll。

)

52v

54Mn

4.32 + 0。 03

4.72 + 0。 02

790 + ■20

360 +

■30 +

■45 +

580

280

■05

125

350

270

190

230

56c。  4.99 + 0。 02

58c。  3.75 + 0.03

50

25

30

a) Total cross section here defined
820

oi = 2r f .@o/dtr) 
"rsin 

(ocM)
140

■S

dOcM   .

b) Normarization factor of the (o rd) reaction N=100 has been already

multiplied.



Table 7-IV. Neutron and proton single

obtained from experirnental-Iy observed

Energy centroids, summed spectroscopic

for p- ,^, h + 'nd 9^ ,,. neutron- r/ z 'L/2' -5/2 '9/2
neutron

particle informations

leve1s of odd-mass nuclei-.

factors and binding energies

and f-,^and f-,-proton orbitst/2 5/z'
are shown.

orbit

Nucl-

49cl)

b)
51Ti

b)
53cr

b)
55Fe

C)
57Fe

proton

orbit

Nucl

a)
49sc

d)
51v

e)
53Mn

f)
55c。

g)
57c。

Ex

(MeV)

f5/2

ΣSλ
j

Cも (λ j)

(MeV)

Ex

(MeV)

s g/z
IS" .

Y-)
Cも (λ j)

(MeV)

Ex

(MeV)

Ex

(MёV)

p3/2

ΣSλ j Cも (λ j)

(MeV)

p■
/2

Ex   ΣSλ j Cも (λ j)

(MeV)     (Mev)

- t/z

Y-)
Ci(λ j)

(MeV)

Ex

(MeV)

f5/2

ΣSλ
j

Ci(λ j)

(MeV)

85

91

ａ

　

　

ｂ

3.72 0。 74 -4.22

3.81 0.50 -5。 49

2.45 0.45 -5.19

Nuclear Data Sheet 84

D.C.Kocher and W.Haeberli

ref. 7L)

4.02 0

3.76 0

」.A.ThOmson′

Nuc■ ear data

D。 」.Pu■ len et

S.Ga■es et a■

D.DoArmstrong

75)′  S.Ga■ es

S.Forttter et

Nuc■ ear Data

31 -■ .■ 2

58 -2.62

ref. 72)

Sheets 23,

al-. ref. 73)

. ref.74)
et al.ref.

et al .ref.76)

al. ref

Sheets

4.77 ■.54 -4

5。 ■5 0.54 -2

C)

d)

2■  ―■.36

oO …o.20

3.50 0.88 -2.52
e)

ｏ
　

２ 〇

一

ｆ

　

　

ｇ

3.95 0。 89 -■ .■ 9

3.45 0。 94 -2.94

2。 25 0。 90 -5.69

■.24 0.90 -8。 05

■.■ 9 019■  -6.45

2.03 ■.33 -3.■■

■.90 ■.24 -4.48

1.98 1.18 …5。 96

2.09 1.20 …7.20

2.0■  ■.13 -5.63

0.00 1.03 -5.14

0.40 ■.■ 3 -5.98

0.80 ■.10 -7.14

0。 93

0.64

1.■ 0 -8.36

0.83 -7.00

0.00 1.00 -9。 62

0.00 o.9■  -8。 06

0。 00 0.47 -6.56

0.00 0.21 -5.05

0。 00 0.20 -6.02

5。 20 ■

4.85 1

77)



Table 7-工 工工.  Experimenta■ ■y obtained two― particle residual

inleractiOn energies ( V′
pn(j.j.」

))f°r higher excited states。

ASSumed configuratiOns are [7T f 7/'Vg9/2]」 =8~ and [π
f号

ラ〕
(0+)

Tf5/2り f5/2]」
=5+ ・

   A■ so the binding energies of proton and

neutron in an orbit (λ j)uSed in the ca■ cu■ ations are ■isted.

Nuc■ eus Ex。 御 eV)C千 (fラ
/2)C6(g9/2)V′

pn(」r)Ic千
(f5/2)ε 6(f5/2)V′

pn(ダ
)

(MeV)    (Mev)    (MeV)    (Mev)    (Mev)    (Mev)

50sc~

52v

54Mn

56c。

58c。

a)

、4.42)

4.32+0。 03

4。 72+0。 02

4.99+0。 02

3.75+0。 03

-9.62

…8.06

-6.56

-5.05

-6.02

―■.12

-2.62

…4.22

-5.49

-5.■ 9

-0.38

-0.02

+0.39

+o.■ 7

-4。 85

-2.9■

―■.36

-0。 20

-2.52

―■.19

-2.94

…5.69

-8。 05

-6.45

-5。 18

-3.75

…■.9■

-2.07

a) d.ata taken from the work by C.Moazed et aI. ref .18)



Tab■ e 7-V.

single
particle
energy

present
δ―force

(MeV)    (Mev)

Comparison between the experimental and theoretical

single particle, P-n residual interaction and average

p-n interaction energies.

Horie ana4)  Kuo and79)
Ogawa         Brown
(MeV)         (Mev)

tnGt /z)
t nG s/z)

'rGl/z)
tu@t/z)

^ l+ \'r'- 5 7 2'
tuG g/z)

-9.60

-4.75

-4。 90

-3.■ 3

-■ .■ 5

-■ .10

-0。 76

iiPnr+ q \v \-7 /2"L/2'
▼
pn(f7/2d5/2) ~~~~               ~

▼
pn(f7/2d3/2) ~~~下               ~

aVeFage prn ■nteraction

▼
pn(f7'2p3/2) ‥0・ 58

▼
pn(f7/2p./2) ~0・ 69

▼
pn(f7/2f5/2) ~・

・・
4

▼
pn(f7/299/2) ~0・ 73   -0.69

hh+
1y" (tr72\72 s')

J
trYLL tc zl 't" t'7/2oL/2 = '
Vpn(f7/2f5/2 6+)

Vpn(f7/2g9ン
2 8=)

Vpn(f7/2S1/21~)

Vpn(f7/2d5/2 6~)

Vpn(f7/2d3/2 5~)  
一

p― p interaction of T=l

V:ptF7/2f7/2) ~2。 52

E:p(f7/2f7/2)  2.21

-5.■ 4

-3.■ 2

-■ .■ 9

-0.6■

-0.72

-■ 。04

…1.02

-0。 78

-1.36

-0。 53

…0.60

-0。 9■

-0.53

-0.5■

-0。 79

¨0.98

…0.50

-■ .50

-0.65

-■ .04

-0。 94

p-n residual interaction of stretched configuration

―■.42

―■.81


